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Preface

Global warming and natural and humanmade disasters are becoming more frequent 
and devastating to life and infrastructures. There are two types of natural disasters: 
uncontrollable and controllable. Uncontrollable disasters include earthquakes, tsu-
namis, windstorms, hurricanes, and others, for which the event’s evolution is deter-
mined by nature, and when the disaster strikes, our responses are limited to early 
warning and repair actions. Controllable disasters are those like wildfires, floods, and 
pandemics, for which, in addition to early warning and repair actions, we can also 
modify the evolution of the event (e.g., wildfires, pandemics). Humanmade disasters 
(e.g., cybersecurity) and disasters caused by building code deficiencies and violations 
are, to some degree, avoidable. By their nature, cities are the most vulnerable assets 
and suffer the most consequences during disasters. More and smarter investments 
should be applied to city designs (smart cities) to make them more robust.

Examples of critical systems include electrical and telecommunication systems. 
These systems allow mobile transportation, stoplights, light detectors, and railways 
that compose the modern transportation sector. If the electricity supply is not avail-
able, then the operations of these other systems will also be impacted. Failures in the 
telecommunication system, for example, due to cyberattacks or physical internal 
failures, can paralyze the services of an entire city. Although there are several defini-
tions of resilience, we could define resilience as the capacity of a system to prepare for 
critical events, maintain the system’s functionality as much as possible when the event 
happens, and recover the functionality as soon as possible. In engineering literature, 
resilience plays a decisive role in the study of critical infrastructures (CIs). However, 
most research regarding the resilience of critical infrastructure systems focuses on 
single, isolated systems, such as the electric grid, transportation, or water, without 
consideration of surrounding systems. Since CIs are interdependent, these models fail 
to assess the resilience of the system of systems. 

To strengthen resilience, it is necessary to improve the risk culture and integrate 
resilience into the strategic design process. Risk management includes five pil-
lars: preparedness, mitigation, response, recovery, and evaluation. Preparedness 
refers to building following building codes and alternative supply links and backup 
strategies, training personnel for rapid response after the event, and providing 
educational activities for the public regarding what to do during potentially disas-
trous events. Mitigation refers to actions to prevent or reduce the disasters’ cause, 
impact, and consequences. The response phase occurs in the immediate aftermath 
of a disaster. When a disaster occurs, actions are taken to save lives, treat injuries, 
and minimize the effects of the disaster. During the recovery period, restoration 
efforts occur concurrently with regular operations and activities. Finally, evaluation 
includes actions to review the response effectiveness and reactions in preparation 
for the next disaster.



Regardless of the type of disaster, the timeline of a disaster can be divided into three 
periods: pre-disaster (preparedness and mitigation), during the disaster (response 
and recovery), and post-disaster (evaluation). 

The post-disaster period can be more finely divided into hours after, days after, weeks 
after, and months after the disaster strikes. The faster the response, the less the total 
consequences of the disaster will be in terms of monetary losses and social and per-
sonal impacts. Even though much effort should be put into the response in the hours 
immediately after the disaster (when most lives are at stake), the preparation and 
post-disaster periods can strongly influence the total losses suffered in the disaster. 
Reinforcement of the system before the disaster increases the robustness of citizens 
and infrastructures. Reinforcement includes preparing citizens how to protect their 
lives during the event, reinforcing buildings and homes, and reinforcing CIs. The 
decisions made regarding which assets to prioritize for a given CI budget will depend 
on the role of that asset in preventing loss of life and restoring the quality of life after 
the disaster. 

A targeted and prioritized response immediately after the disaster requires know-
ing where the victims are located, the severity of their injuries, the transportation 
time, and the availability of treatment in the hospitals. The subsequent short-term 
and mid-term periods after the disaster focus on recovering infrastructure to restore 
people’s well-being to a minimum level. The actions during the first days after the 
disaster will considerably impact the total time until a minimum functionality of the 
system is achieved. This period can be shortened from several weeks to a few days by 
increasing the efficiency of the response. 

The knowledge and information gained during the short- and mid-term periods of 
the response and restoration should be used for the long-term planning of reinforcing 
the system before the next disaster. In addition, this rebuilding period should be used 
to bring the system to higher levels of robustness than before the disaster occurred.

Each disaster period requires quantitative metrics to assess the cost-benefit analysis 
for preparation and response. Cost-benefit analysis is difficult to make in the case of 
disasters. First, there is the cost of human lives, which is very difficult to quantify in 
economic terms. The cost of infrastructure recovery can be quantified in terms of 
direct repair and replacement costs. In addition to life and property, quantifying the 
costs should include the loss of quality of life until the system recovers a certain level 
of functionality. In the case of some disasters (e.g., wildfires or floods), there is also 
the long-term cost of environmental damage.

Sophisticated simulation tools exist today that can make use of the new advanced 
technologies to make more informed and effective decisions in emergency environ-
ments. A typical workflow for the use of these tools is as follows. First, predict the 
evolution of the disaster from the physics of the phenomenon and sensor measure-
ments. Second, predict the damage expected to be caused by the advancing disaster. 
Third, play out what-if scenarios with possible responder actions and choose the 
action that will result in the best possible outcome.

Advanced prediction and optimized management tools can greatly reduce the conse-
quences of loss of human lives and property. These advanced modelling and response 
IV

tools can be used at all stages of the disaster, from reinforcing the system before the 
disaster by performing what-if scenarios and identifying the vulnerabilities to restor-
ing the infrastructure in the shortest amount of time.

The chapters in this book present strategies for responding to natural disasters 
and using available technological and simulation advances to minimize their 
consequences.
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Chapter 1

Introductory Chapter: Critical 
Infrastructure – Modern Approach 
and New Developments
Antonio Di Pietro and Josè Martì

1. Introduction

Disaster Risk Reduction aims at decreasing the damage caused by natural 
hazards, such as earthquakes, floods, droughts, and landslides, by implementing 
prevention and response measures. According to a 2022 report [1], 80% of cities have 
been affected by significant climate change hazards represented by extreme heat 
(46%), heavy rainfall (36%), drought (35%), and floods (33%). This set of hazards 
affects the complex system of the built environment and results in interrelated 
consequences at different scales ranging from single buildings to urban spaces and 
territorial infrastructures. Since it is not possible to reduce the severity of natural 
hazards, the main opportunity for lowering risk lies in reducing vulnerability and 
exposure. Vulnerability and exposure are related to urban development choices and 
practices that weaken the system’s robustness. This volume reviews recent insights 
from risk identification and reduction to preparedness and financial protection 
strategies and proposes new approaches for better critical infrastructures and built 
environment protection.

Global warming and natural disasters are becoming more frequent and devastat-
ing to life and infrastructures. There are two types of natural disasters: uncontrol-
lable and controllable. Uncontrollable disasters include earthquakes, tsunamis, 
windstorms, hurricanes, and others, for which the event’s evolution is determined by 
nature, and when the disaster strikes, our responses are limited to early warning and 
repair actions. Controllable disasters are those like wildfires, floods, and pandemics, 
for which, in addition to early warning and repair actions, we can also modify the 
evolution of the event (e.g., wildfires, pandemics).

In addition to natural disasters becoming more prevalent, Critical Infrastructure 
and Systems are becoming increasingly interconnected, and the need to design 
for robustness and resiliency against man-made and natural threats has become a 
critical problem in our society [2]. An example of interdependent systems includes 
the electrical system that supplies the telecommunication system, which allows the 
mobile transmission, stoplights, light detectors, and railways that compose the mod-
ern transportation sector. If the electricity supply is not available, then the operations 
of these other systems will also be impacted.
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2. System resilience

Although there are several definitions of resilience, we could define resilience as 
the capacity of a system to anticipate critical events and maintain operations during 
and recover from these events. In engineering literature, resilience plays a decisive 
role in studying critical infrastructure systems. However, most research regarding the 
resilience of critical infrastructure systems focuses on single, isolated systems, such 
as the electric grid, transportation, or water, without consideration of surrounding 
systems. Since Critical infrastructures are interdependent, these models fail to ensure 
the resilience of specific systems.

Based on the definition above, to strengthen resilience, it is necessary to improve 
the risk culture and strengthen the integration of resilience in the strategy process. 
Risk management includes five pillars: preparedness, mitigation, response, recovery, 
and evaluation. Preparedness refers to planning, training personnel, and provid-
ing educational activities regarding potentially disastrous events. Mitigation refers 
to actions to prevent or reduce the disasters’ cause, impact, and consequences. The 
response phase occurs in the immediate aftermath of a disaster. When a disaster 
occurs, actions are taken to save lives, treat injuries, and minimize the effect of the 
disaster. During the recovery period, restoration efforts occur concurrently with 
regular operations and activities. Finally, evaluation includes actions to review the 
response effectiveness and reactions.

Technology, modelling, and simulation techniques can play a large role in ana-
lyzing resilience and estimating risk, and then implementing actions capable of 
lessening the consequences of disruptive events on lives and property. Regardless of 
the type of disaster, the timeline of a disaster can be divided into three periods: pre-
disaster (preparedness and mitigation), during the disaster (response and recovery), 
and post-disaster (evaluation).

Figure 1 [3] shows the various stages involved in recovering a system damaged by 
a disaster, from preparation to recovery. The post-disaster period can be divided into 
immediately after a disaster, days after, weeks after, and months after. As shown in 
Figure 1, much effort should be put into the response immediately after the disaster 

Figure 1. 
Time stages of resilience.
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(where most lives are at stake) and in optimizing the response in the early stages. 
Reinforcement of the system before the disaster happens increases the robustness of 
citizens and infrastructures. Reinforcement includes the preparation of the citizens 
in how to protect their lives during the event, reinforcement of buildings and homes, 
and reinforcement of the critical infrastructures (CIs). Similarly, being ready to 
increase robustness immediately after the disaster strikes has a strong influence on 
the overall consequences of the disaster. The decisions on prioritizing the assets to be 
reinforced more for a given CI budget will depend on the role of that asset in prevent-
ing loss of life and restoring the quality of life after the disaster.

A targeted and prioritized response as early as possible after the disaster 
(optimized response curve in Figure 1) requires knowing where the victims are 
located, the severity of their injuries, the transportation time, and the availability of 
treatment in the hospitals. The subsequent short-term and mid-term periods after 
the disaster focus on recovering infrastructure to restore people’s well-being to a 
minimum level. The actions during the first days after the disaster will considerably 
impact the total time until a minimum functionality of the system is achieved. This 
period can be shortened from several weeks to a few days by increasing the efficiency 
of the response.

3. Preparation for the next disaster

The knowledge and information gained during the short- and mid-term periods of 
the response and restoration of a disaster should be used for the long-term planning 
of reinforcing the system before the next disaster. In addition, this rebuilding period 
should be used to bring the system to higher levels of robustness than before the 
previous disaster occurred.

Each disaster period requires quantitative metrics to assess the cost-benefit analy-
sis for preparation and response. Cost-benefit analysis is difficult to make in the case 
of disasters. First, there is the cost of human lives, which is very difficult to quantify 
in economic terms. The cost of infrastructure recovery can be quantified in terms of 
direct repair and replacement costs. In addition to life and property, the quantifica-
tion of the costs should include the loss of quality of life until the system recovers a 
certain level of functionality. In the case of some disasters (e.g., wildfires or floods), 
there is also the long-term cost of damage to the environment.

Sophisticated simulation tools exist today that can make use of the new advanced 
technologies to make more informed and effective decisions in emergency environ-
ments. A typical workflow for the use of these tools is as follows. First, predict the 
evolution of the disaster from the physics of the phenomenon and sensor measure-
ments. Second, predict the damage expected to be caused by the advancing disaster. 
Third, play What-if scenarios with possible responder actions and choose the action 
that will result in the best possible outcome.

Advanced prediction and optimized management tools can greatly reduce the 
consequences of loss of human lives and property. These advanced modelling and 
response tools can be used at all stages of the disaster, from reinforcing the system 
before the disaster by performing what-if scenarios and identifying the vulnerabili-
ties to restoring the infrastructure in the shortest amount of time.

The Chapters in this book present strategies for responding to natural disasters 
and making use of available technological and simulation advances to minimize their 
consequences.
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Chapter 2

Resilience of Infrastructures  
and Systems to Multiple Hazardous 
Events: Application Cases  
and Future Perspectives
Clemente Fuggini, Miltiadis Kontogeorgos, Saimir Osmani  
and Fabio Bolletta

Abstract

Nowadays, Critical Infrastructure and Systems are getting more and more  
interconnected, while facing increasing and more intensive hazards: from man-made 
to natural ones, including those exacerbated by effects of the climate change. The 
demand for their robustness and resiliency against all these threats is finding ground 
to organizations’ or states’ ambitions and policies. The paper focuses on a review from 
an engineering perspective of past efforts and more importantly provides evidence of 
application cases the authors have developed in the past years. Finally, an outlook on 
future perspectives and potentials in the application of resilience is provided.

Keywords: resilience, hazards, complex systems, applications, impact assessment

1. Introduction

In today’s landscape and emerging world, the significance of the Infrastructures 
and Systems (from Energy to Transportation ones) is becoming more and more 
critical for the well-tempered function of the states and communities. The increased 
demands in cities’ energy consumption, the ever-expanding Transportation and 
Energy grids, the interconnection of these Systems and Infrastructures are some 
exemplary issues of this high criticality. In addition to these, the natural hazards due 
to climate change are appearing of higher magnitude and are causing more severe 
damages, estimating to billions of dollars worldwide annually [1], while future projec-
tions are predicting an increase of these costs the forthcoming years and decades 
[2–4]. Although the macroeconomic costs of the impacts due to climate change are 
highly uncertain, it is very likely to threaten development in many countries [5]. In 
addition, the man-made threats are always present for the global community, even 
expanding, due to terrorism, cyber-crime, and wars.

Under this prism, states and communities have already started to develop and 
set in force frameworks for robustness of their Infrastructures and Systems, both 
for their internal cohesion and uninterrupted continuity and for the more efficient 
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co-operation among them in the international level. In the global sphere, cornerstones 
of global frameworks can be considered the Paris agreement [6] and the Sendai 
framework [7]. The Paris agreement is aiming to avoid more extreme natural phe-
nomena and dangerous consequences due to climate change by taking measures in 
favor of global average temperature reduction, but also by enhancing societies’ and 
states’ capability to reduce the impacts of climate change. The Sendai framework has 
set up the priorities for actions for an effective disaster risk reduction and a resilient 
approach to these common threats, by understanding the disaster risk manage-
ment to the enhancement of the disaster preparedness for effective response [7]. 
Furthermore, states or unions of countries (e.g., EU) have also developed their own 
frameworks [8–11], aligning simultaneously with the international agreements and 
goals, and showing special providence to cyber-resilience [12, 13].

The scientific and research community has faced the challenges and the demands 
for empowering the resiliency of Infrastructures and Systems. This was achieved 
by investigating many aspects of the resiliency planning against various hazards 
and developing in a scientific manner respective assessment and enhancement 
frameworks and tools. After the resilience conceptualization in a qualitative form, 
various quantitative metrics and approaches are suggested. Quantitative methods for 
assessing the resilience of Infrastructure Systems were proposed from many authors 
[14–16], also considering the interdependency of the Infrastructure Systems [17, 18] 
and expanding the field of study to the level of the communities [19]. Novel meth-
odologies for analyzing Critical Infrastructure resilience were presented, with pilot 
implementation cases included as experimental part also [20]. As it was expected, 
studies were conducted also for examining the resilience capacity against specific 
hazards such as earthquake [21] or hurricane [22]. A special interest was shown for 
the resilience enhancement of Transport and Energy Infrastructures, due to their 
critical and multilevel meaning for the states’ vitality and function.

The resilience of the Urban Transportation System was of interest for many 
researchers, and so many assessment methods were proposed [23, 24], including also 
multi-dimensional approach [25] and individual vertex-based and edge-based failure 
models [26]. The research has expanded beyond the Urban Transportation Systems, 
including also Railway [27, 28] and common Road and Transportation Systems 
[29, 30]. The factor of security has been highlighted, especially toward terrorism [31]. 
The Transportation Infrastructures and Systems have been tested also against various 
hazards, such as earthquake [32], extreme climatic and weather events [33, 34], and 
tsunami [35].

The vulnerability of Energy Infrastructures and Power Systems mainly to natural 
disasters due to climate change, but also due to manmade hazards, led the scientific 
community to develop assessment methods and solutions to increase the resilience 
capacity of these Systems. Frameworks and methods for the characterization of the 
resilience level of various types of Energy Infrastructures systems were proposed, 
such as for Nuclear Plants [36] and Hydrogen Systems [37]. Energy and Power 
Systems have been tested for their resilience capacity against various types of hazards 
such as hurricane [38], earthquake [39], or flooding [40]. In recent years, the resil-
ience of the Energy Grids in the operational level [41], toward natural [42] or cyber 
[43] hazards, is being investigated thoroughly.

Although the multi-step progression in the definition of resiliency frameworks 
and the development of robustness’ methods, Infrastructures and Systems are 
presenting a partial lack of efficient toolkits against multiple extreme events. 
Moreover, the cyber hazards are becoming more numerous and dangerous within the 
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operational phase of the Systems, and the convergence of safety and cybersecurity 
has not been incorporated yet within the policies and the frameworks, which these 
Systems are following for their protection.

2. Methodology

A crucial element for the design of an efficient resiliency planning for 
Infrastructures and Systems, aiming at their protection toward multiple hazardous 
events, is the adopted methodology. Due to the flexibility that demands in order to 
be feasible for implementation to various assets and against various hazards, the 
methodology is setting some standard steps toward the resilience design, and then 
it is focusing partially on the specific asset and threat for every case. The procedure 
followed is being described in the Figure 1.

The initial step refers to the description and the characterization of the entire 
System (i.e., Energy System, Healthcare system), including all the necessary infor-
mation, which is needed in the resiliency analysis. These can be the placement of 
the System toward the external environment and the interdependency between the 
System’s elements or assets.

The next phase contains the asset characterization. This step refers more to techni-
cal information for the asset of our interest. For example, if the resilience planning 
aims at Energy Infrastructures, the characterization is needed to include the type 
of the Infrastructure (i.e., gas transmission pipeline, refineries, power plants) and 
then the design details and the qualifying characteristics. In case of a bridge asset, it 
needed the type of bridge (i.e., suspended) and the design details of the project (i.e., 
type of foundation, reinforcement blueprints), and so forth, regarding every asset 
under resilience evaluation.

The third step is about the threat characterization. The identification of poten-
tial threats and hazards is carried out, after the evaluation of the disruptive event’s 
magnitude and criticality, and the definition of relevant hazard scenarios is taking 
place. According to the examined hazards, a modeling of them is following, respect-
ing the literature database and the national codes and frameworks. In this step are 
included calculations such as the creation of probabilistic seismic curves due to site 
characteristics or the probabilistic scenarios for landslides and floodings based on site 
and meteorological data available.

The first three steps were decided more as part of constructing the profile of 
the interested Infrastructure or System and then defining the problem. The fourth 
and fifth steps are closer to final goal of the methodology, and they are the core of 
the followed philosophy. So, the fourth step is devoted to the risk and vulnerability 
assessment, along with the impact analysis. A quantitative expression based on failure 
probabilities for the examined Infrastructure or System is conducted, under the form 
of a vulnerability curve. This step is connecting the existing situation and behavior of 
the asset toward multiple scenarios of the hazards’ magnitude, by defining the failure 
limits of the asset. Furthermore, regarding the magnitude and the intensity of an 
event beyond the capacity’s limits, an impact analysis is conducted. The impact analy-
sis takes into account the economic, social, environmental, and human losses aspects 
of a disruptive event and determines the total direct and indirect losses caused to the 
stakeholders (i.e., energy operators, civil protection, state) and the society. Again, the 
analysis contains some general criteria and aspects covered, but is delving also into 
specific impact details and information, respectively, to the type of the asset.
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Figure 1. 
Schematic representation of the methodology’s philosophy.
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The last and final step is including the desirable resilience assessment. After 
the processing of all the necessary information toward the asset and the investi-
gated threats, the level of service and the resilience capacity are defined. These are 
expressed in a quantitative form, as for this step, a set of various resilience indicators 
and a resilience matrix have been developed and exploited. The resilience matrix 
contains the robustness, rapidity, resourcefulness, redundancy sections, and after the 
evaluation on these specific domains, a grading of the behavior and response of the 
asset or the system is calculated toward a unique or multiple hazardous events.

The range of applications for a methodological approach of this type, in terms of 
time, space, and aspects of resilience assessment, is depicted briefly in the Figure 2. 
The analysis can be targeted to examine the operational phase of an Infrastructure or 
System, but also the emergency and post-recovery phase after a disruptive event. The 
space covered and examined in the resilience analysis can begin from a single building/
structure (i.e., cultural heritage building toward seismic hazard) and extend to a whole 
province or country (i.e., the national gas transmission or transport network). Finally, 
the aspects of resilience analysis that will contribute to the calculation of the total 
resilience capacity can include the social or the environmental factor, except those for 
the technical level of the System and the economic depiction of a disruptive event.

3. Application cases

The applications that are presented by the authors are selected in order to cover 
both Transportation Systems’ and Energy Infrastructures’ fields, by implementing 
the before-mentioned methodology approach and describing promising technolo-
gies for the increase of the resilience. The applications are derived or inspired from 
EU-funded projects. More specifically, the chosen application as an exemplary case 
for the Transportation Systems is describing the FORESEE project. This application 

Figure 2. 
Depiction of the resilience dimensions, in terms of space, time, and type of resilience analysis.
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is focusing on short- and long-term resilience schemes for rail and road corridors and 
logistics terminals. The Energy Infrastructure case is depicting the SecureGas project, 
which is dealing with the strengthening of the security and resilience of the European 
Gas Network, regarding the physical and cyber threats. Finally, the presentation of 
the INSPIRE project serves as an introduction to the beneficial use of potential meta-
materials concepts within Infrastructures (especially Energy) and Systems, regarding 
their protection toward dynamic-nature hazards.

3.1 Transportation system

The main goal of the FORESEE application was to provide road authorities and 
managers, responsible for the rail and road corridors and logistics terminals, with a 
solution to anticipate, absorb, adapt, and rapidly recover from a potentially disruptive 
hazard or extreme event during the entire lifecycle of the transport infrastructure: 
planning, design, construction, operation, and maintenance [44]. In order to achieve 
this goal, the proposed methodology is implemented in all its five steps, and a toolkit, 
which is capable of collecting data for predicting the magnitude and the potential 
damage of various hazards to the asset of our interest, has been developed for that 
reason. The whole structure of the toolkit, which is aligned with the authors’ method-
ological approach, is presented schematically in Figure 3.

3.1.1 System characterization

The first step is the system characterization. A whole Transportation System’s 
network description is being conducted, also including its key elements, which are the 
bridges and the tunnels. Moreover, demand data (i.e., N° of vehicles/hour, traffic flow 
intensity, driving directions) are being collected from every available source and are 
being exploited as input data for the toolkit.

3.1.2 Asset characterization

In this phase, the asset characterization is focused on the network components 
(here bridges, tunnels, and road). The components’ description is including the asset’s 

Figure 3. 
Schematic representation of the toolkit’s design philosophy, aligning with the followed methodology’s steps.
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main properties, mainly the technical details and the design data of the structures 
(e.g., N° of bridges’ piers, deck length). The site conditions (e.g., soil properties, 
slopes characteristics) are taken also into consideration as they are very important 
data for the behavior of the asset and the hazard characterization.

3.1.3 Threat characterization

The third step is the hazard definition and evaluation. For this step, every resource 
available in literature, web sources, or data shared from the infrastructure’s managers 
are being exploited. And one of the novelties is that the toolkit can integrate satellite 
and terrestrial data in the analysis and the assessment of the hazards. This way, the 
desirable data-driven diagnostic framework is strengthened sufficiently from the 
accuracy of the data input. It follows a definition of relevant hazard scenarios and 
relevant hazard modeling (e.g., seismic and rainfall curves) in the area considered.

3.1.4 Risk, vulnerability, and impact

The before-mentioned step is necessary for the calculation of the fragility (Figure 4) 
and restoration functions, along with the vulnerability curves, toward the investigated 
hazard. The fragility functions can be derived from methodologies, which are found to 
the existing databases or literature, or from a more targeted and accurate analysis, from 
the Finite Element modeling. The followed impact analysis consists of the operativity 
loss, risk quantification, loss curves, and expected annual loss. In this step, it is impor-
tant, especially for the System’s operators, the calculation of the Expected Annual Loss 
(EAL), as part of the impact analysis. It provides the annual loss of the asset, as percent-
age of the repair cost, for a given hazard. These losses are generated by the repair costs 
applied to the asset after a possible hazard occurrence.

3.1.5 Resilience assessment

The integration of all this information is leading to the creation of the multi-
scenarios in which the Transportation System will be simulated, and the final resil-
ience assessment will be conducted, under a specific framework with indicators and 

Figure 4. 
Typical fragility function (e.g., for earthquake).
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different assumptions (i.e., deterministic or indeterministic approaches). The results 
are expressed in terms of operativity and time for the various limit states of the asset 
(Figure 5). The final goal of the resilience assessment is the creation of the neces-
sary input for decision support tool, which is an instrument offered to Infrastructure 
managers about disruptive hazards impacting effects on their assets, and it enhances 
the overall operational phase of the Systems and Infrastructures.

3.2 Energy infrastructure

The application of the SecureGas was aiming more to a resilience design and 
management (Figure 6), rather than to a resilience assessment or risk management, 
of a gas transmission network. The methodology is adjusted respectively to the outer 
goal and this way, the desired adaptability is being justified in practice. The first three 
steps of the methodological approach are the same, and the subsequent upgrade of 
the overall resilient behavior was considered granted.

3.2.1 System characterization

In this initial step, the system characterization follows this of a typical gas network 
and plants, which means that special focus was given to the location (site characteris-
tics), geo-politics, and climate. The first step was closely connected to the threat charac-
terization, as the hazards were taken into consideration after the study of the relevance 
literature for the respective system characterization for a gas transmission network.

3.2.2 Asset characterization

Every technical and design details were collected in this phase, especially those 
referring to the safety and the security of the gas plants and networks operational 
phase (e.g., maximum gas pressure in the pipelines). Every step on the gas value chain 
was taken into consideration (production, storage, transmission, distribution), and 
the safety protocols were followed in detail.

Figure 5. 
Typical results presented for a resilience assessment of an asset (e.g., bridge).
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3.2.3 Threat characterization

The threat characterization was conducted based on the literature, searching for the 
most frequently classified threats, and the user requirements, which have been set with by 
the end-users, in order to align better with their needs in the real-life circle of the assets’ 
operational function [45]. Among them are the external interference or third-party activ-
ity (including political/geo-political interference), corrosion, construction defect and 
mechanical or material failure, natural hazards, operational error, and cyber-attacks [46].

3.2.4 Resilience management

The fourth and fifth steps here can be considered as the resilient design, which is shift-
ing to the operational management of the Infrastructure, and not only the assessment 
phase. So, within SecureGas project, a toolkit based on High-Level Architecture [46] 
and the respective Conceptual Model followed was developed, aiming at the prevention, 
detection, response, and mitigation of combined physical and cyber threats to gas trans-
mission grid network. Following this philosophy as an expansion of the proposed meth-
odology, the resilience management of the asset (Figure 7) is enhancing and has become 
more robust toward any potential threat and hazards identified in the second step.

The main goal and the novelty of this toolkit is the convergence between physical 
and cyber threats or the so-called safety-security convergence. A central and undi-
vided platform was designed, which covers the user requirements and where all the 
threats (cyber, natural, and man-made) to the gas transmission network or the plant 
can be addressed and recorded. The input data are derived from the sensors placed to 
the network and the plant, the UAV inspecting the facilities and the software for the 
cyber-protection of the System’s operation.

Figure 6. 
A typical flowchart of resilience management process, which is aligned with the proposed methodology, as it has 
incorporated its basic steps and the final resilience assessment/quantification, also including the risk management 
of an asset and the monitoring of the resilience behavior.
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This way, the surveillance and the control of the asset in the operational level are 
becoming more efficient, and the grid is enhancing its safety against multiple hazards. 
The real-time monitoring of the grid’s condition is securing the high level of the situa-
tional awareness, and the early detection of disruptive event is leading to faster restoration 
of potential damage and a more targeted emergency management. The decision support 
system is based on the data acquisition and the threat evaluation, while the feature for the 
information sharing with the public is securing the safety of the communities.

3.3 Meta-materials and energy infrastructures

The notion of “meta-materials” refers to natural or artificial materials or struc-
tures, which exhibit extraordinary properties for inhibiting or conditioning wave 
propagation in all spatial directions over broad frequency bands [47], and this way, 
protecting the underlying structures toward dynamic-nature hazards. Due to the 
periodic structure of the meta-materials, the so-called band-gaps are being created, 
which are considered to be mitigation zones for specific frequency ranges of the 
transmitted waves (Figure 8). This way, the potential damage from dynamic-nature 
phenomena such as blast or seismic is mitigated, or in some cases, the structures are 
becoming isolated toward this hazard.

Meta-materials are relatively recent to the civil engineering design practices, but 
concepts based on this design philosophy for the protection of Energy Infrastructures 
have been already developed. Examples of them are the seismic protection of fuel 
storage tanks [48] and of nuclear plants [49] via the concept of a meta-foundation. 
Also, a meta-material concept for the blast protection of gas transmission pipelines 
has been proposed [50], and it is shown in Figure 9. It is worth noted that the already 
existing meta-material concepts such as the meta-concrete [51] or the meta-barriers 
[52] can be implemented for the increase of the resilience capacity of Energy 
Infrastructures and Transportation Systems, but the beneficial implementation of 
them has not yet been evaluated. Finally, meta-materials concepts can be exploited for 
the enhancing the resilience level of already constructed Energy Infrastructures, as 
they can be placed around the structure.

The comparative advantage of the meta-materials is the upgrade of the resilience 
capacity from the design phase of a civil engineering project. Although, there are 

Figure 7. 
Brief representation of the resilience management process across the life cycle of an infrastructure followed from 
RINA, where the proposed methodology is contributing to the design and evaluate and plan phase (source: RINA).
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solutions of this philosophy (e.g., meta-barriers) that can be exploited in order to 
reinforce the behavior of the System or a specific Infrastructure toward specific haz-
ards. For both cases, the methodological approach can still be implemented and lead 
to a comparative study of the resilience level between solutions, which are including 
or not the existence of meta-materials in their scope.

3.3.1 System characterization

Regarding the type of the Energy Infrastructures, the system characterization will 
follow the standard procedure of collecting the necessary data and information.

3.3.2 Asset characterization

Regarding the type of the Energy Infrastructures, the system characterization will 
follow the standard procedure of collecting the necessary data and information.

Figure 8. 
A typical example of a band-gap, expressed in terms of frequency and length wavenumber, where the shaded 
regions are considered the mitigation zones for transmitting waves of these frequency ranges.

Figure 9. 
The proposed meta-material concept for the protection of gas transmission pipelines, in a) exploded view and b) 
cross section [50]. The successive layers of the two different materials are leading to the creation of the band-gaps 
and the zones of energy mitigation.
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3.3.3 Threat characterization

In the third step, except for the standard procedure regarding the type of the 
Energy Infrastructure, there will be included also the necessary information for the 
respective design of a meta-material concept, which means the frequency spectra of 
the dynamic-nature hazard.

3.3.4 Risk, vulnerability, and impact

Toward the fourth and most crucial step, the calculation of the vulnerability and 
risk assessment for the specific threat will take place and the results for the solution 
based on the meta-materials will reveal the beneficial presence of these concepts to 
the respective damage mitigation and risk reduction.

3.3.5 Resilience assessment

The subsequent enhancement of the resilience capacity will be verified, in the fifth 
and last step, following the before-mentioned resiliency framework and metrics.

In this case, the methodological approach is contributing, especially via the com-
parative calculation of the vulnerabilities and the impact analyses, to the highlighting 
of these meta-material-based solutions for the scope of the Infrastructures’ and 
Systems’ resilience. Under a more general prism, a way is being paved for respective 
advanced methods of design, which are derived from the latest research achieve-
ments, to be transferred in the real-world projects, serving the goal of resilience.

4. Future perspectives

The further expansion of the current knowledge is crucial, and it is needed to 
be oriented in the future demands and landscape of Infrastructures and Systems. 
The proposed resilience methodology and the respective application cases that were 
presented are future-oriented, but their future exploitation is not limited to the so far 
produced results. For this reason, the authors are giving directions and are suggesting 
potential concepts, based on the investigated fields of interest.

4.1 Transportation systems

The methodological resilience assessment process, which was followed in the 
Transportation System’s application, and the toolkit, which led to a decision support 
system, are needed to be expanded in other types of Infrastructures, such as these in 
the sector of Energy. Also, the current range of applications can include the resilience 
assessment of Transportation Systems during war or the so-called war resilience 
assessment. The authors’ suggestions are being presented in Table 1.

4.2 Energy infrastructures

The Gas Energy Infrastructure’s toolkit has spotlighted the significance of the 
convergence between physical and cyber security and the subsequent upgrade of the 
resilience capacity for the gas network grid. It is needed also to expand its feasibility 
for tackling hybrid threats and warfare. Furthermore, the whole function and the 
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capabilities of the specific solution (indicated by the proposed methodology) can 
inspire respective toolkits for other types of energy plants or transmission grids. The 
authors’ suggestions are being presented in Table 2.

In the field of advanced materials’ exploitation for the scope of the resilience 
enhancement, the future perspectives and the range of applications are more. Various 
meta-material concepts can be exploited for the purposes of upgrading the resilience 
profile of existing or new Energy Infrastructures. They can also be implemented to 
numerous types of Energy Infrastructures such as electricity plants or underwater 
pipeline grid, against various types of hazards such as blast or seismic. The authors’ 
suggestions are being presented in Table 3.

5. Conclusion

The aim of this study was to demonstrate novel approaches for the enhancement 
of the resilience for the Infrastructures and Systems, via a specific methodological 
approach, which has been followed within three applications, mainly cases referred to 

Type of infrastructure or system Hazard

Transportation Systems Expand the existing resilience assessment methodology of 
the Transportation Systems to the war resilience field

Energy Infrastructure Expand the existing resilience assessment method to 
the Energy Infrastructures (including power plants and 
transmission grids)

Table 1. 
Authors’ suggestions for future exploitation of Transportation System’s application.

Type of infrastructure or system Hazard

Gas Network Upgrade the existing resilience toolkit for facing the hybrid 
threats and the subsequent hybrid warfare

Energy Infrastructure Expand the existing resilience toolkit to other types of Energy 
Infrastructures (including electricity and hydrogen power 
plants)

Table 2. 
Authors’ suggestion for future exploitation of the Energy Infrastructure’s application.

Type of infrastructure Hazard

Gas Transmission Pipelines Surface & Underground Explosion

Underwater Transmission Pipelines Underwater Explosion

Offshore Wind Turbine Underwater Explosion

Electricity Plants Seismic Protection

Geothermal Energy Plants Seismic Protection

Table 3. 
Authors’ suggestion for future exploitation of meta-materials concepts for the resilience upgrade of Energy 
Infrastructures.
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Transport Systems and Energy Infrastructures. The promising and efficient method-
ological approach is clearly presented in its general structure and then was specified 
for every project. The application cases were chosen in order to spotlight the need 
for upgrade in the design philosophy for the resiliency planning and the robustness 
methods, regarding the current and future demands. A powerful toolkit is developed 
in order the methodological approach to be followed in the technical level, in scope of 
Transport Systems’ resilience assessment. The convergence of safety and cyber-secu-
rity is of high importance for the Infrastructures and Systems resilience management, 
and it is needed to be considered in every approach for the robustness of a resilience 
planning. Advanced technologies such as meta-materials can upgrade the resilience 
capacity of various projects (e.g., Energy Infrastructures) even from the design phase, 
and it paved a way in order the research-based technical solution to be integrated in 
resiliency frameworks. The authors have also described the future perspectives of the 
methodology in the studied sections and suggested specific concepts and directions 
for the further exploitation.
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Abstract

This paper presents the MARIS (Modeling infrAstructuRe dependencIes at an 
urban Scale) methodology, allowing the generalization of one of the possible graphs 
modeling Critical Infrastructure (CI, hereafter) interdependencies at an urban scale 
starting from uncertain data. This leverages a set of known interdependencies at the 
system level, topological open data of local services and Points of Interest collected at 
an urban scale, and some heuristics. Indeed, interdependencies at an urban scale are 
usually not known to decision makers (e.g., CI operators, emergency planners) due to, 
for example, a lack of integration of knowledge held by different critical infrastruc-
ture operators and privacy restrictions. Here, these interdependencies are determined 
through geographic-based strategies. The resulting graph can be a valuable input to 
simulate emergency scenarios of CIs in the area of interest and, thus, plan proper 
countermeasures.

Keywords: interdependencies, open-data, critical infrastructures, graph, GIS

1. Introduction

Nowadays, Critical Infrastructures (CI) (roads and railways, electrical and tele-
communication networks, gas and water pipelines, etc.), supplying primary services 
to citizens, are mutually connected as they provide their services not only to final users 
but also to other infrastructures. In this aspect, infrastructures are said to be dependent 
on each other and” interdependent.” The concept of dependency stands on the fact 
that an infrastructure (e.g., the electrical network) provides service to another (e.g., 
the telecommunication network), and, thus, the latter is said to be dependent on the 
former. CI interdependencies can involve different abstraction layers. For instance, 
a general statement about the dependency between a railway and a power station 
involves a different layer related to a railway and a power station located in a given city. 
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For the sake of simplicity, in the following, we refer to the former as system dependency 
and to the latter as urban dependency.

Whereas repositories of system dependencies already exist1, these are not suf-
ficient to build urban dependencies due to several factors including lack of integration 
of knowledge held by different critical infrastructure operators and privacy restric-
tions. Furthermore, these data are constantly changing and difficult to collect because 
different stakeholders keep them. In order to build simulation models, the unavail-
ability of information on real interdependencies is generally overcome using literature 
data or through survey data analysis addressed to critical infrastructure experts [1]. 
However, interdependency data would allow more reliable simulation for risk assess-
ment and crisis management in case of natural events, such as earthquakes, or other 
events, such as cyber-attacks.

In this context, this paper aims to define a methodology to generate one of the pos-
sible graphs modeling CI interdependencies at an urban scale starting from uncertain 
data. The proposed methodology, named MARIS (Modeling infrAstructuRe depen-
dencIes at an urban Scale), allows the discover of possible hidden dependencies using 
Geographical Information System (GIS) Open data of CIs and Points of Interest (e.g., 
the location of substations of an electric distribution network serving an urban area) 
and to apply proximity criteria to model dependencies when these are not known.

In addition, the paper presents the results of a survey on CIs conducted by several 
experts from Italy, aiming at quantifying the dependencies between critical infra-
structures. This can be a valuable input for applying the MARIS methodology to 
produce realistic graphs of interdependencies in an urban context.

The rest of the paper is organized as it follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the 
present work on CI interdependencies. Section 3 presents the MARIS methodology. 
Section 4 presents a survey analysis of experts on the dependencies between Critical 
Infrastructures. Section 5 describes a case study related to Rome in Italy. Finally, 
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

Modeling of CI interdependencies has been considered as a relevant problem since 
the seminal paper of [2].

In Chiara et al. [3], the authors proposed the Mixed Holistic Reductionist (MHR) 
methodology based on the interaction of three layers: (i) a holistic layer where CIs 
are seen as singular entities with defined boundaries and functional properties; (ii) 
a reductionist layer modeling the behavior of individual CI components; and (iii) a 
service layer that describes the functional relationships between components and the 
infrastructure at different levels of granularity.

An ontology design pattern to model CI interdependencies was proposed by Ref. 
[4] as part of the TERMINUS ontology. Crisis management [5] and risk assessment 
[6, 7] are two possible applications of ontologies modeling critical infrastructures [8].

In Rosato et al. [9], the authors focus on modeling cyber dependencies of a set of 
infrastructures in an urban context. In particular, a dependency matrix [10] was used 
to reveal the potential vulnerability of a given node to the unavailability, corruption, 
or disclosure of data from an interdependent node regardless of the current state of 
the shared data infrastructure.

1 https://websites.fraunhofer.de/CIPedia/index.php/Interdependency.
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The work of Michel et al. [11] allowed us to define a dependency matrix generated 
based on the analysis of CI disruptions gathered from public media in the Netherlands 
from 2004 to 2010. In particular, a specific set of news sources containing impact 
keywords were acquired by Google News and further organized to save information 
including the affected CI sector and service, the initiating event (if any), and its 
dependency on another affected CI service.

In Franchina et al. [12], the authors present a methodology able to classify 
critical infrastructures starting from citizenship basic needs and foresee possible 
cascading effects.

In the MARIS methodology, we address all types of dependencies (logical, cyber, 
and physical) that are modeled by a specific system dependency layer and acquire 
open data of CIs and points of interest in order to create an urban dependency layer 
that can be valuable for further CI dependency analysis.

3. The MARIS methodology

3.1 Overview

Dependencies and interdependencies increase the vulnerability of infrastruc-
tures as they allow failures and perturbations to propagate from one system to 
another with the consequence that an infrastructure, which is not directly affected 
by some event that undermines its functioning, can be perturbed by the lack of 
functionality coming from another infrastructure which is turn hit by the event. 
Whereas from a conceptual side, the phenomenon is clear, on the practical side, 
dependencies and interdependencies are responsible for producing complex phe-
nomena as, for instance, propagation time-scales can be quite different depending 
on the first perturbed infrastructure and on the infrastructure where perturbation 
will flow. For example, whereas perturbation on an electrical line may affect a very 
short time scale (seconds or less), an electrical perturbation to the traffic system 
or the water distribution network may take hours to produce sizeable effects. In 
that, if one would consider a” dependency matrix” where row and columns rep-
resent infrastructures and the i-j element their interaction, such a matrix is highly 
nonsymmetric (the ij element may be largely different from the ji one) as some 
infrastructure might perturb (severely and rapidly) other infrastructures which, 
in turn, have a very poor effect on the former when, in turn, perturbed. In some 
cases (i.e. when perturbation originates from the electrical system), the” coupling” 
strength is often very strong (i.e. many systems depend primarily on the electrical 
power), and the resulting reduction (or loss) of function established in a very short 
time scale. The presence of such strong coupling between infrastructures leads the 
system to be a” unique” system that cannot be treated and approximated as a system 
of independent (or nearly independent) infrastructure but as a” system of systems” 
that cannot be linearized A further element which leads the interdependency 
problem even more complex to be treated originates from the possibility of closed 
loops involving more than a couple of infrastructures. Perturbation from a first 
infrastructure might flow on several infrastructures before returning to the first 
one, providing negative feedback.

All these issues lead to an operational approach to interdependency that is 
extremely complex due primarily to an incomplete description of system’s dependen-
cies, time scales, and latencies. All dependency and interdependency data can be 
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achieved through direct and indirect methods [12], but a complete theory of interde-
pendency is still lacking.

Despite all that, it is possible to empirically deal with the problem of describing a 
number of dependent and interdependent systems with the aim of providing some 
type of decision support systems (DSS) enable to support decision makers (e.g., CI 
and Civil Protection managers) in the risk management process.

The MARIS methodology makes it possible to transform the layer of interdepen-
dencies known at the system level into a layer of interdependencies at the level of the 
physical components that lie in an urban context, as shown in Figure 1.

In the following, first, we give some definitions of the main concepts involved in 
the MARIS methodology, and then, we give an overview of its main steps.

3.2 Definitions

The MARIS methodology is based on seven fundamental concepts pertaining to 
the two above-mentioned layers. The ones dealing with the system dependency layer 
are the following:

• System: It denotes a Critical infrastructure from an overarching perspective [13]. 
Accordingly, examples are transportation, energy, water, waste, telecommunica-
tion, education, and health.

• Subsystem: It represents a further refinement of a system; for instance, the Water 
system includes several subsystems such as drinking water, wastewater/sewage, 
and stemming of surface water.

• Subsystem Dependencies: These can be physical, logical, and cyber. For example, a 
hospital depends on an electric distribution network.

Those pertaining to the urban infrastructure layer are:

Figure 1. 
Georeferenced dependency upscaling.
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• Entity Type: It represents a physical component of a subsystem that is responsible 
for the provision of a service (e.g., the generic substation component of a distri-
bution power grid).

• Item: It represents the resource, good, data, or functionality provided to a 
customer (or a citizen) that is produced and/or consumed by an entity.

• Entity: It represents the specific instance of an Entity Type (e.g., the set of 
substations of a distribution power grid in the area of interest).

• Urban dependencies: These can be physical, logical, and cyber. Unlike SD, UD 
involves Entity only. For example, a specific substation of a distribution power 
grid may depend on a nearby base transceiver station (BTS) that provides com-
munication functionality required by the power grid’s supervisory control and 
data acquisition (SCADA) system.

3.3 Main steps

Figure 2 describes the main steps of the MARIS methodology. First, depen-
dencies at system scale are collected through a survey eliciting knowledge on the 
dependencies between critical infrastructures. As mentioned, these dependencies 
concern subsystems. Information on entities are retrieved from a GIS (Geographical 
Information System) such as OpenStreetMap (OSM). Then, similar to the approach 
presented in Ref. [14], subsystems are matched with entity types. The resulting pairs 
are included in an annotation table. Finally, all the above information, i.e., subsystems 
dependencies, entities, and the annotation table, are used to infer urban dependencies 
and create an interdependency graph.

4. Survey analysis on the dependencies between critical infrastructures

In this section, we present the results of a survey on Cis conducted with experts 
from Italy coming from various economic and social sectors.

This activity, in addition to providing a set of real interdependencies useful for the 
application of the MARIS methodology, was used as input to the DOMINO simulation 
model [12], developed by Tesseract Srl company, aiming at studying and quantify-
ing the consequences of negative, unexpected, and disruptive events to the Supply 
and Value Chain systems of a country. The purpose of this model is to reproduce 
the impacts that would occur on such systems if relevant functions of the Chains 
were disrupted by natural or malicious events. This DOMINO approach leverages 

Figure 2. 
Main steps of the MARIS methodology.
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the concept of an item (as defined in Section 3.1) based on the NACE2 and ATECO3 
classifications. The survey was conducted by involving industry experts to detail the 
direct consequences produced by their own organizations due to the loss (or degrada-
tion) of a specific item. In particular, for each of the 117 items considered (Table A1 
in the Appendix section), a set of the impacted items was collected. In addition, data 
regarding the duration of the propagation (in terms of hours, days, months, and 
years) were also collected in order to perform impact analysis through the DOMINO 
model.

The overall model will thus consider all the interdependencies between the various 
sectors (including Cis) that make up the Country Supply Chain System, based on the 
data reported by the various experts.

In the following, two examples of dependency trees are discussed. Figures 3 and 4 
show the direct dependencies of the Drinking water and Bank items respectively. At 
the top of each tree a timeline is displayed to show the “falling time” of each ITEM, 
starting from the “time zero,” corresponding to the root node.

In the first dependency tree, it can be noted that, following the disruption of the 
Drinking Water item, two items, i.e., Education and Research, are impacted in the 
range of only 4 hours. On day 1, 45 items are impacted. Most of the dependencies 
represented are directly linked to the root node, but few of them are activated due 
to second (or higher) order effects (i.e., Maintenance services, Agriculture, and 
products).

In the second dependency tree, a few items are impacted in the order of a few 
minutes. However, most of the items are impacted after 3 days from the initiating 
failure.

2 https://www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_Classification_of_Economic_Activities_in_the_European_
Community.
3 https://www.istat.it/it/archivio/17888.

Figure 3. 
DOMINO model from tesseract Srl: Drinking water dependency tree.
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5. Case study

The case study concerns an area of the city of Rome characterized by a high con-
centration of various business activities and power centers, as well as the presence of 
CIs, which are essential to maintaining vital societal functions. As shown in Table 1, 
the mentioned area includes 𝑁𝑁 = 10 systems and 11 subsystems.

5.1 System dependency layer

In this step, we imported the subset of subsystem dependencies that were collected 
by means of the survey described in Section 4. It is worth noting that these dependen-
cies expand those more generic related to the system level, which are addressed, for 
instance, in Rinaldi et al. [2]. Figure 5 shows an example of how system dependencies 
are extended to subsystem dependencies.

5.2 Territorial open-data acquisition

The development of the local dataset in the case study is based on the integration 
of open data collected and provided by OSM. The aim of this platform is to provide 
free geospatial information of world features. OSM uses open tagging mechanism to 
add meaning to geographic objects, so that any OSM user can add a new tag to them. 
For instance, some keys can be used to classify OSM entities into classes (e.g., highway, 
building, and amenity) while other keys play the role of attributes (e.g., name and 
maxspeed). OSM also allows to set attribute values, while values for classes are used 
to classify class members into categories (e.g., residential, hotel, monument).

Figure 4. 
DOMINO model from tesseract Srl: Bank dependency tree (items with impact higher than 30 days have been 
removed for the sake of space).
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System Subsystem Entity type Entity occurrences

Education University Univ. building 27

School School building 181

College College building 11

Energy Power Substation facility 1000

Financial services Bank Bank building 413

Insurance Insurance building 40

Food Restaurant Restaurant building 2492

Fast food Fast food building 701

Government Embassy Embassy building 184

Parliament Parliament 2

Health Clinic Clinic building 40

Pharmacy Pharmacy building 506

Hospital Hospital facility 31

Dentist Dentist building 48

Internet Internet services Street cabinet 34

Telecommunication Telecom BTS building 122

Transportation Railway Railway Station 188

Airports Airport facility 4

Water Water Supply Water tower 2

Total: 6025

Table 1. 
Dataset of infrastructure types in this study, categorized under 11 subsystems and 10 systems in the area of interest.

Figure 5. 
(a) Example of system dependency layer; (b) example of subsystem dependency layer obtained from open data in 
the area of interest; (c) a fragment of the entity layer.
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In order to facilitate the understanding of OSM data and reduce the number of 
incorrect entity-classes associations [15], we used the Taginfo platform4 to gather tag 
statistics (e.g., providing the tags are actually in the database, the number of users 
choosing those tags) and to semantically enrich the entities. For example, when analyz-
ing the railway subsystem, by setting the tag railway = station in Taginfo, we were able 
to select the railway station entities located in the area of interest and discard those 
combinations (e.g., railway = crossing, railway = radio) that were associated with dif-
ferent concepts.

Then, we used Overpass turbo5, a web-based data mining tool for OSM, to acquire 
the OSM data of interest representing entity type occurrences of Table A1 (e.g., 
university buildings and water towers) according to a geoJSON data format.

Therefore, the GIS open data acquired for CIs and Points of Interest were classified 
according to the specific subsystem.

5.3 Urban infrastructure layer

Regarding the dependencies to be associated to the entity layer, we considered 
those at the subsystem level and scaled them to the entity level. In other words, given 
that, according to the system dependency layer, the health system depends on the 
energy system, when scaling to the entity layer, we adopted the criterion that the 
specific hospital X depends on the energy supplied by the electrical substation Y (in 
particular, the one closest to the hospital).

Figure 5 shows the result of the application of the MARIS workflow, i.e., a 
 fragment of the dependency at an urban level graph. It can be noticed that a 
geographical proximity criterion was applied to set up dependencies between CI 
components.

6. Conclusion

The presented MARIS methodology allows the generation of a graph at urban scale 
that can capture the known dependencies of CIs and Points of interest and model 
those dependencies that are unknown (because of partial, uncertain, or sensitive 
data) through the application of proximity criteria.

The use of open software and data (Taginfo, Overpass turbo, OSM) and the knowl-
edge of CI interdependencies data at the system level were used to estimate the interde-
pendencies at an urban level and to produce a realistic graph of interdependencies.

The methodology was applied to the city of Rome to create an interdependency 
graph characterized by 6025 entities representing real CIs and Points of interest. 
Future developments will concern the application of dynamic simulation models 
to the interdependency graph, obtained through the MARIS methodology, in 
order to reproduce the impacts that would occur on such systems when relevant 
functions of the supply chain of an area of interest were disrupted by natural or 
anthropic events.

4 http://taginfo.openstreetmap.org.
5 Overpass-turbo.eu.
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Appendix A

List of items considered in the DOMINO model

System Item

Water Irrigation Water

Water Water For Industrial Use

Water Water For Industrial Use

Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Forests Agriculture And Products

Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Forests Farming And Products

Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Forests Forests

Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Forests Lumber

Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Forests Fisheries And Products

Environment Waste Water

Environment Dams

Environment Nonhazardous Waste

Environment Hazardous Waste

Environment Meteorology and Climate Services

Food Chain Long-Life Foods

Food Chain Perishable Foods

Food Chain Frozen Foods

Food Chain Drinks and Bottled Water

Trade Retail Trade

Trade Wholesale

Culture, Icons, Venues Arts and Sports

Culture, Icons, Venues Associationism

Culture, Icons, Venues Education

Culture, Icons, Venues Religion

Culture, Icons, Venues Research

Energy Coal

Energy Fuels (Oil, Diesel, Biodiesel, etc.)

Energy Electricity distribution

Energy Renewable Sources Biomass

Energy Wind Renewable Sources

Energy Geothermal Renewable Sources

Energy Renewable Water Sources

Energy Solar Renewable Sources

Energy Liquid Natural Gas

Energy Greggio

Energy Methane

Energy Nuclear

Energy Electric Transport

Energy Electricity Production
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System Item

Finance Insurance, Reinsurance, and Pension Funds

Finance Cash

Finance Stock Market

Finance Loans And Mortgages

Finance Banks

Finance Services and Payment Systems (Excluding Cash)

Industry Clothes and Footwear

Industry Other

Industry Paper Production

Industry Chemical Industry

Industry Construction

Industry Electrical Devices Production

Industry Electronics

Industry Rubber and Plastics Production

Industry Metal Machinery

Industry Metallurgy

Industry Nonmetal Mining

Industry Metal Mining

Industry Furniture and Supply Chain

Industry Leather Goods

Industry Ceramic Production

Industry Wood Goods

Industry Metal Goods Production

Industry Textile Industry

Industry Glass and the Supply Chain

Institutions and Public Administration Central Public Administrations

Institutions and Public Administration Local Public Administrations

Institutions and Public Administration Civil Defense and Firefighters

Institutions and Public Administration Police and Law Enforcement

Institutions and public administration Local political institutions

Institutions and Public Administration National Political Institutions

Institutions and Public Administration Civil Protection

Institutions and Public Administration Government Financial Services

Institutions and Public Administration Prison System

Institutions and Public Administration Defense

Manpower Physical Manpower

Manpower Virtual Manpower

Healthcare Social Assistance

Healthcare Production of Medicines and Medical Devices

Healthcare Health Emergency Services

Healthcare Private Medical Services
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System Item

Healthcare Public Medical Services

Healthcare Veterinary Services

Healthcare Sale of Medicines and Medical Devices

Services Other (Opticians and Photographers)

Services Legal Estate Services

Services Legal Advisory Services

Services Informatics Industry

Services Temporary Employment

Services Marketing and Advertising

Services Restaurants

Services Accommodation Services

Services Maintenance Services

Services Cleaning Services

Services Private Security Services

Services Software Industry

ICT Digital Terrestrial Connection System

ICT Data Processing, Hosting

ICT Provision of Internet Services (Isp)

ICT Web Portals

ICT Television Production

ICT Publishing (Books, Periodicals, and Newspapers)

ICT Radio Broadcasting

ICT Radio and Communication Services

ICT Satellite Services

ICT Fixed Telecommunications

ICT Fiber Optic Telecommunications

ICT Mobile Telecommunications

Transport and Logistics Air Transport of Goods and Logistics

Transport and Logistics Passenger Air Transport

Transport and logistics Logistics by sea and ocean

Transport And Logistics Logistics By Road

Transport And Logistics Transport On Inland Waterways

Transport And Logistics Rail Freight And Logistics Transport

Transport And Logistics Passenger Rail Transport

Table A1. 
List of items.
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Abstract

Science gateways are a crucial component of critical infrastructure as they provide
the means for users to focus on their topics and methods instead of the technical details
of the infrastructure. They are defined as end-to-end solutions for accessing data,
software, computing services, sensors, and equipment specific to the needs of a science
or engineering discipline and their goal is to hide the complexity of the underlying
infrastructure. Science gateways are often called Virtual Research Environments in
Europe and Virtual Labs in Australasia; we consider these two terms to be synonymous
with science gateways. Over the past decade, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) have found applications in many different fields in private industry, and
private industry has reaped the benefits. Likewise, in the academic realm, large-scale
data science applications have also learned to apply public high-performance computing
resources to make use of this technology. However, academic and research science
gateways have yet to fully adopt the tools of AI. There is an opportunity in the gateways
space, both to increase the visibility and accessibility to AI/ML applications and to
enable researchers and developers to advance the field of science gateway cyberinfras-
tructure itself. Harnessing AI/ML is recognized as a high priority by the science gateway
community. It is, therefore, critical for the next generation of science gateways to adapt
to support the AI/ML that is already transforming many scientific fields. The goal is to
increase collaborations between the two fields and to ensure that gateway services are
used and are valuable to the AI/ML community. This chapter presents state-of-the-art
examples and areas of opportunity for the science gateways community to pursue in
relation to AI/ML and some vision of where these new capabilities might impact science
gateways and support scientific research.
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1. Introduction

Science gateways are end-to-end solutions for accessing data, software, computing
services, and equipment specific to the needs of a science or engineering discipline.
The goal of science gateways is to hide the complexity of the underlying research
infrastructure and to enable scientists and educators to focus on their research and
teaching—science gateways form one of the building blocks for critical infrastructure
in research. Science gateways are often called Virtual Research Environments (VREs)
in Europe and Virtual Labs (VLs) in Australasia [1]; we consider these two terms to be
synonymous with science gateways. While quite a few research domains such as the
life sciences, chemistry, and geospatial sciences have adapted the use of science
gateways, there is still the need for a larger uptake in those domains and for broaden-
ing participation to further domains and user groups such as high-school students [2].

Some artificial intelligence/machine learning (AI/ML) research is supported by
science gateways. Usually, this in the form of “software-as-a-service” for developed
and trained AI/ML applications, for example, AI4Mars [3] on Zooniverse [4] that
offers science gateways as a service for citizen sciences (see Figure 1).

Even though AI/ML and science gateways are both well-anchored in the high-
performance computing (HPC) community, the field of science gateways still has low
visibility to AI/ML application developers and users. A reason for the small degree of
overlap of the AI community with the science gateway community includes that the
AI/ML community has focused more on developer tools and languages than on intu-
itive and graphical interfaces. The trajectory of new concepts in academia is often first
to develop effective methods, second to increase their efficiency and then, finally, to
open them up to a wider community via considering usability. In the case of AI/ML it
means to enhance the visibility via a set of capabilities that support AI/ML develop-
ment and improve the uptake of science gateways in the AI/ML community. Further-
more, there is a need to advance the field of science gateway cyberinfrastructure itself.

Figure 1.
The project AI4Mars uses citizen sciences to teach Mars rovers how to classify martian terrain.
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These topics are critical for the next generation of science gateways and its commu-
nity as AI/ML is already transforming many scientific fields.

One goal of science gateways is to facilitate collaborations between highly technical
practitioners and less computer-savvy researchers, and thereby expand the reach and
impact of science. In this case, it means to make AI/ML services accessible to the
community. This chapter is part of the work to investigate the target groups in AI/ML
research and to identify the opportunities and activities needed to achieve this goal
and contribute significantly to critical infrastructure in research, teaching, and
beyond.

For promoting collaborations between the science gateway community and the
AI/ML community, it is important to target the three major groups: academic com-
munities, funding agencies, and industry. Important actors in the science gateway
community for increasing the collaboration are providers and developers of mature
science gateway frameworks such as HUBzero [5], Apache Airavata [6], and Tapis [7].
Thus, in the area of academic communities, they can organize special tracks at Gate-
ways conferences [8], which allow more conversations and exchanges of ideas in
various science gateway communities including users of science gateways. Another
possibility for widening the outreach is to hold webinars, panels, birds-of-a-feather
sessions, and similar outreach efforts at conferences such as Practice & Experience in
Advanced Research Computing (PEARC) [9], eScience [10], and Supercomputing
[11] to promote the use of science gateways to research computing and interdisciplin-
ary research communities, including AI/ML experts attracted by these conferences.

Another way to reach AI researchers is at their domain-specific conferences. Pre-
sentations at appropriate AI conferences would raise awareness of the concept of
science gateways and would elucidate the opportunities to address pain points
regarding usability and integration with complex computing and data infrastructures,
for example, the International Conference on Machine Learning, Optimization and
Data Science [12]. Papers could be “crowd-sourced” as previous papers to Interna-
tional Workshop on Science Gateways (IWSG) [13] or this manuscript.

Funding agencies and funded institutes/large projects around AI form another
important target group for gathering requirements on usability and accessibility of
AI/ML methods.

Examples of outreach to these groups include the promotion of science gateways to
AI/ML award winners, especially at the various AI institutes [14] funded by National
Science Foundation (NSF), and contacting cognizant program officers of AI/ML
research-supporting programs to discuss roles for science gateways. While science
gateways are well known in NSF directorates such as Office of Advanced
Cyberinfrastructure (OAC) [15], program officers in other NSF directorates or other
federal agencies might be less familiar with or not yet know about science gateways.
In the 2019 update to the NSF National Artificial Intelligence Research and Develop-
ment Strategic Plan [16], one of the major topics was the recognition of the gap
between the capabilities of AI algorithms and the usability of AI systems by humans.
The report states “Human-aware intelligent systems are needed that can interact
intuitively with users and enable seamless machine–human collaborations.” This is
exactly the goal of science gateways and the fact that they are not mentioned as a
potential solution emphasizes the point that science gateways are not yet well known
in the AI community.

As a large producer and user of AI/ML concepts and technologies, industry is an
important target group, especially projects that foster collaboration of funding agen-
cies and companies, that is, a collaboration between Amazon and NSF that funds ten
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research projects on fairness of AI [17]. The uptake of science gateways in industry is
one of the goals some science gateway providers pursue for widening their commu-
nity. Such adoption is also a measure of the sustainability achieved by science gateway
frameworks. Meaningful connections include to introduce science gateways to tech-
nology providers, especially those in the space of cloud services such as Omnibond
Systems who are already part of the science gateways community.

While there is interest especially from science gateway providers to form collabo-
rations with academic communities, industry, and funding agencies, it is important to
carefully select content to be presented to the target audiences. In order to achieve a
wide outreach, we aim at answering an overarching question: how can Gateway
concepts and solutions meet the needs of data science? In order to answer this ques-
tion, the chapter is laid out with the following sections: first, we provide a brief
background on AI, ML, and data-intensive computing in general. Second, we explain
the terminologies, especially the difference between AI, ML, and data-intensive com-
puting. Third, we explain what science gateways can do and describe their general
capabilities. In this section, we also provide example gateways across different disci-
plines. Fourth, we discuss several science gateway opportunities for AI/ML research.
Finally, we wrap up the chapter with the future outlook (Figure 2).

2. Background

Since its introduction [18], interest in AI has gone through several peaks and
troughs. Generally, peaks have been driven by algorithmic progress coupled with the
availability of appropriate computing resources and the troughs by their lack. This in
particular has been true of brute force algorithms and shortcut modifications to those
algorithms that prune brute force exploration. Contemporary with the notion of AI
was the publication of the foundations of neural networks [19]. Although first
appearing at a similar point in time, neural networks only began receiving widespread
attention as a means for ML when software libraries and products became available to
allow nonexperts to test the application of neural networks within their own research

Figure 2.
The Permafrost Discovery Gateway uses AI to provide access to pan-Arctic permafrost knowledge and information
about the globe regarding pan-Arctic change.
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domains, especially during the 1980s. After a great wave of progress, limitations of
existing neural network topologies and training algorithms were realized, spawning
decades of research into more effective ways to represent and compute upon neural
networks.

One of the confounding factors for early progress on ML was the need for ML
algorithms to be fed by large amounts of training data. In many domains, such training
sets did not exist. However, one of the significant drivers of progress in this area has
been the emergence of the Internet. The past three decades has seen the creation of
massive training sets in the form of user actions on the Internet, immense corpi of
content authored by people participating in the Internet, large libraries of images and
video becoming widely available, and so forth. Another key force in creating training
sets has been the advancement of massively parallel supercomputer resources (e.g.,
XSEDE [20], OSG [21]) that can compute large amounts of data using physics-based
models, which subsequently can be used to produce ML-based approximate models to
rapidly compute these same outputs. These decades have also created a paired interest
in ML involving both scientific and commercial interests. Although this pairing creates
a variety of potential ethical issues, it has driven progress in this field at a rate faster
than most fields that lack this symbiosis. It has even seen commercial organizations
making ML algorithms available to the public (e.g., see Abadi et al. [22]).

Based on this history, today AI, ML, and (more generally) data-intensive comput-
ing have been identified as high priorities for federally funded research. In both 2016
[23] and 2019 [16, 24], reports by the National Science & Technology Council, span-
ning two different presidential administrations. In response, comprehensive programs
and funding priorities have been put forward by federal agencies including the NSF
[25], DARPA [26], NIH [27], and DOE [28]. AI/MLmethods are also high priorities for
mission-driven science agencies such as National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion (NASA). National Institute and Standards and Technology (NIST) is leading
efforts related to safety and benchmarking of AI/ML applications. Many government
agencies are releasing large, curated data sets that can be used for training.

The applications of AI/ML research are scientifically promising, of strategic
importance to national defense, and important for economic competitiveness.
Research utilizing AI/ML is expanding in multiple specific domains, including big data
and high-energy physics, astronomy, animal husbandry, agriculture (Ag), food secu-
rity, climate change, and city infrastructure. The AI100 Project [29] and the Comput-
ing Community Consortium [30], as well as the National Science & Technology
Council Reports, provide long-range overviews of AI/ML research challenges and
opportunities, including their likely impacts on society as a whole.

Science gateways are widely known to bring advanced scientific capabilities to
researchers in the form of data sets, HPC resources, and instruments such that
researchers do not need to be experts in accessing those resources [31]. Today, we face
another evolution in AI/ML, where it can be further democratized and advanced
through the use of science gateways. This overview examines the opportunities for
integrating AI/ML research with science gateway cyberinfrastructure, based on the
extensive background information surveyed above.

3. Terminology

Following Stone et al. [30], we will distinguish AI, ML, and data-intensive
computing as follows:
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• AI is a branch of computer science that studies intelligence by synthesizing
intelligence. AI is a broad field that encompasses subfields that include ML,
autonomous systems, simulations of biologically based intelligence, and other fields.

• ML is a branch of AI that examines algorithms and methods by which computer
programs can be taught to recognize patterns in data sets for purposes such as
classification, recognition (i.e., facial, speech, and character), recommendation,
surrogate models, and decision-making, among others.

• Data-intensive computing is a general term for computing that consumes large
amounts of data, either streaming or static, as input, presenting challenging
problems for scalably integrating storage, computing, and I/O. ML methods may
be used in data-intensive computing.

This overview focuses on the requirements of ML methods that are being applied
to a wide range of scientific data in diverse scientific fields in support of scientific
research. ML holds the promise for scalably extracting information and knowledge
(including scientific insights) from the large amounts of data generated by both
experiments at all scales as well as scientific simulations, and fits well with the
capabilities of science gateways today.

4. Science gateway infrastructure

Science gateways in general are noted for their ability to provide the following
capabilities to support scientific research:

• Simplified access to research computing and storage resources.

• Ability to provide scientific software as a service.

• Ability to integrate diverse, distributed computing and data into a single
platform.

• Ability to provide a range of scientific and engineering environments that
support diverse stakeholder groups in a particular community.

• Ability to securely control access to resources and data.

• Support scientific collaboration through the sharing of access to results.

• Support for reproducibility of computational results.

In other words, we can consider science gateways as cyberinfrastructure environ-
ments to support Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) research
[32]. Many of the concerns and opportunities identified in [16, 23, 24] for the use of
AI/ML research are FAIR challenges. The FAIR principles have created significant
momentum in the research community recognizing a need to improve the quality of
research by establishing common standards. However, bridging the principles with
the research infrastructure remains a challenging task due to its diversity and domain-
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specific nature of tasks. Science gateways provide an excellent opportunity to achieve
FAIRness of research data and software.

4.1 Use cases in artificial intelligence

4.1.1 Physics

International collaboration is often basic for our scientific development, and these
efforts are at the core of its infrastructure. Researchers are partnering with NSF and
DOE to study how AI Frameworks can be leveraged in physics research. One such
project, ML and FPGA Computing for Real-Time Application in Big-Data Physics
Experiments as a science driver investigates the creation of a FAIR framework for AI
[33]. Example is a project focusing on Inspired Artificial Intelligence in High-Energy
Physics which builds on the successes of the last years with the Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) and the combination of the Laser Interferometer Gravitational—wave Obser-
vatory (LIGO) and the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) for Multi-Messenger
Astrophysics by making artificial AI models and data more accessible and reusable
with the goal to accelerate research and outperform current approaches [34]. Broad
international collaborations as the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) are excellent
opportunities to introduce science gateways. This single-event global array of eight
ground-based radio telescopes aimed at obtaining the image a black hole and its
shadow could become a n international mainstay [35].

4.1.2 Photonics and quantum optics

AI is already taking part in the development of future technologies, as is the case of
the quantum technologies. In this case, the integration of two communities, AI and
photonics, have become complementary during the last decades, where ML protocols
are being matched to photonic platforms giving rise to photonic neural network
architecture [36]. The applications of AI, especially neural networks and ML in the
field of quantum optics have also become prevalent for experimental setups used for
classification and identification of light sources and quantum states by using these two
approaches [37–39]. Such examples with computational properties have low-
complexity and low-cost implementations promising quantum architecture that could
apply underlying cyberinfrastructure enabling users to create their own workflows to
run simulations codes. Those applications designed by the quantum community
would generate tools with unprecedented capabilities available to researchers unfa-
miliar with the world of quantum optics and photonics.

4.1.3 Astronomy

The goal of the AGNet [40] project is to leverage AI to develop a novel interdisci-
plinary approach combining astronomy big data with ML tools to build a deep learn-
ing algorithm to estimate the masses of super-massive black holes. Measuring the
masses via traditional methods is very expensive and such a new algorithm could
transform the field of cosmology.

4.1.4 Agriculture

The connection between AI and Ag seems obvious. One applies big-data analytics,
ML, and deep learning algorithms in geospatial information systems (GIS), satellite
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data, lidar information, sensor data, and other tools and technologies to improve crops
[41]. However, the connection is not as clear when discussing animal husbandry. An
AI tool Project [42], Solving Dairy Cattle Genetic Improvement Challenges using
Deep Learning, will use AI “to identify cattle that have the highest genetic potential
for milk production and health status and make simplistic assumptions about the
relationship between phenotypes and genotypes.” Another interesting connection
between AI and Ag is in the area of Food Security [43]. The Alan Turing Institute [18]
is using ML and AI to leverage data and models of plant development, plant pathol-
ogy, crop yields, and climate science to form a cohesive national crop modeling
framework for the United Kingdom.

4.1.5 Climate change

The impact of climate change on the planet is much discussed in the news, but the
ability to understand the true influence is limited by the ability to quantify how
multiple factors work together to impact this change. The Permafrost Discovery
Gateway [44] is using AI to assist with the management of ingesting large amounts of
remote sensing data into machine and deep learning models which will ultimately
provide “access to pan-Arctic permafrost knowledge, which can immediately inform
the economy, security, and resilience of the Nation, the Arctic region, and the globe
with respect to pan-Arctic change.”

4.1.6 Urban planning

What do roads, sidewalks, parks, access to food and medical care, and even tree
canopies providing shade on roads and sidewalks have to do with AI? Many studies
have been done on food deserts and transit deserts, but by leveraging AI, researchers
are able to look at all different types of neighborhood-scale infrastructure [45]
(see Figure 3). By identifying infrastructure deserts, communities’ ability to deal
with them will be strengthened in the long term, particularly in low-income
communities.

Figure 3.
The figure shows the different infrastructure deficiencies dependent on income in neighborhoods in Dallas.
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4.1.7 Biology

Concerned with the detection of Regulatory Elements using GRO-seq data, the
dREG science gateway [46] identifies the location of DNA sequence regions known as
transcript regulation elements including promoters and enhancers—the critical com-
ponents of the genetic regulatory programs of all organisms. The dREG computational
code itself uses a support vector machines-based model trained by large-scale data.
This science gateway democratizes the use of these sophisticated ML techniques to a
wider community. The gateway interfaces with XSEDE compute infrastructures for
seamlessly enabling access to compute intensive training and prediction phases. On
the front-end of these ML models, user-friendly data visualization interfaces enable a
wider community to interact with bigWig data, dREG signal predictions, and genome
coordinates of peaks of transcriptions.

4.1.8 Humanities

Snow Vision uses image classification methods to identify pottery sherds
created by Native Americans of the US Southeast. The Snow Vision science
gateway [47] enables the humanities community to utilize ML-based matching
algorithms to compare user uploaded sherd images to identify the original stamped
designs from which their fragments descend. The gateway makes available the
matching algorithms implemented by a deep-learning Point Cloud Library (PCL)
for generating depth maps from 3D sherd image files and Caffe [48] deep
learning toolkit.

5. Science gateways, quantum computing, and artificial intelligence

New paradigms in computing open up novel areas for exploring the potential of
science gateways and AI/ML. A future direction is the emerging paradigm of quantum
computing which uses the fundamental properties of quantum mechanics, such as
superposition, entanglement, and interference. This domain strongly differs from
classical computing, where one data qubit is equivalent to two classical bits of infor-
mation. This feature is a promising solution for higher computational power within
shorter calculation time, which is very useful for artificial neural networks and ML. At
this stage, the latest frontier of computation relies on the hybrid development of these
two areas in quantum computing and how both could support each other in the
evolution of classification and clustering of big classical-to-quantum data. While the
topic of AI and ML is well established in computer sciences, both are quite novel
approaches on the science and technology side and not fully adapted yet. We analyzed
where ML has developed better among those different fields and where it has moved
to Quantum computation, more specifically, in the Quantum Machine Learning
(QML) frontier. We have used Scopus data to show (after a normalization) in which
of the sciences have become more active. A Scopus search on ML will provide us with
the following fields list:

1.Computer Science

2.Engineering
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3.Mathematics

4.Medicine

5.Physics and Astronomy

6.Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology

7.Decision Sciences

8.Materials Science

9.Social Sciences

10.Energy

11.Earth and Planetary Sciences

12.Environmental Science

13.Chemistry

14.Neuroscience

15.Business, Management and Accounting

16.Agricultural and Biological Sciences

17.Chemical Engineering

18.Multidisciplinary

19.Arts and Humanities

20.Health Professions

21.Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutics

22.Immunology and Microbiolog

23.Psychology

24.Economics, Econometrics and Finance

Figure 4 provides those answers by displaying in blue the above fields list and in
orange those in QML. The striking disparity on Physics and Astronomy (5), Materials
Science (8) and Chemistry (13) can be explained from their expected larger processing
demands. Besides, the actual growth of QML has happened in a much shorter timespan
but pursues the very active growth shown in ML. Therefore, larger uptake of ML and
QML is a fundamental need and can be improved by introducing science gateways.
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6. The theoretical framework for science gateways in AI/ML research

AI/ML research faces following challenges that can be addressed by a theoretical
framework for integration with science gateways. Each challenge is part of the
research question how science gateways can improve AI/ML research and add aspects
that are not well considered as part of the AI/ML research yet.

6.1 Availability

Providing software-as-a-service is a common mode of operation for science gate-
ways. Many gateways are already providing trained ML methods to their user com-
munities. In this sense, an ML application is just another piece of software that a
gateway can provide, simplifying access and helping to ensure the software is up to
date, is used in the correct way, and is installed on adequate resources.

High-performance AI/ML is a strategic priority, as it will be necessary for these
methods to scale to support enormous data sets. Providing simplified access to HPC
and other specialized resources is a strength of science gateways, particularly as the
landscape of those resources evolves into Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), and other environments tailored for efficient
AI/ML. Various federal initiatives are promoting improved AI standards, access to
benchmarked, open-source applications, and access to public data sets usable for
training. Science gateways will provide access to these tools and data.

In science gateways, we typically consider AI/ML-based applications as having a
target audience beyond that of the developer; that is, a developer has created an
application and wants it to reach a larger user community. There is also an important
scenario in which a researcher develops an AI/ML application to further their own
research; the application itself may have no (or at least no perceived) broader use by
others, at least in the initial phase. It is still essential that science gateways are avail-
able to support such research. Even if the software itself is never used again beyond

Figure 4.
Distributions of QML (orange bar chart) and ML (blue bar chart) into the different fields of Science and
Technology. The uptake of QML on ML is described by normalization ratio of QML/ML of 139.6.
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the original scope, its results may be published and thus must be auditable and
reproducible by reviewers and future readers.

6.2 Validity, reproducibility, transparency

Software based on ML methods is very different from traditional scientific software
in that the ML-based applications must be trained on data sets. Thus, one must sepa-
rately validate any results obtained from an ML-based application. Changes in training
data sets will give different results, so it is important to track not only the versions of a
particular software used but also the version of the trained model and the data sets used
in training, including any processes for cleaning or otherwise filtering the data.

Gateways, in their role as supporting scientific software-as-a-service, are already
well-positioned to at least support the collection of version metadata needed to sup-
port reproducibility or at least the provenance of how a particular result was achieved.

More broadly, many ML applications should be understood as dataflow programs
that combine well-known algorithms into specific applications. Experiments to
improve the workflow and the validation of the AI methods are currently performed
outside most gateways and are considered publication quality research in such
journals as Nature Methods. Capturing these processes is an important enhancement
that could easily be supported by science gateways.

Minimally, a provider of an ML-based application could at least publish the metadata
about how a particular application was developed, trained, and validated, but gateways
themselves can also support these processes directly. This would enable users to repro-
duce and inspect the application itself and the training data. Gateways could furthermore
track the development of alternative pipelines and trainings by both the code authors and
the interested members of the community. This would provide direct support and sup-
plemental information to the methods publications by the original authors.

6.3 Privacy

Data privacy is the obverse aspect of trustworthiness, since many ML applications
may work with sensitive data such as personal health information and proprietary data.
Science gateways can be used to support privacy for data sets by limiting access to data
through controlled and auditable user and programming interfaces. These gateways can
operate within privacy protected environments that support The Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Federal Information Security Moderniza-
tion Act (FISMA), and other regulated data classifications. Further limitations, such as
differential privacy, are open-research areas that can also be supported by gateways.

6.4 Trustworthiness, explainability, and uncertainty quantification

Trustworthiness, explainability, and uncertainty quantification are larger open
problems in AI/ML research. Trustworthiness of scientific results obtained from
AI/ML methods in scientific applications can be increased through the ability of
science gateways to support reproducibility, auditability, and transparency in tracking
how a particular application was developed, trained, and validated. Gateways can
serve as a focal point where experimental results, computational results, and AI/ML-
based models can be cross compared and validated. Explainability is an open-research
area, as the results of many current methods (most notably artificial neural networks)
cannot be understood by humans, even if we have full access to the software and
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training data. However, as new, more explainable methods are developed, science
gateways should be an important delivery mechanism. Science gateways may also be a
strong vehicle for delivering codes that analyze AI/ML-based models for
explainability. Such explainability and trustworthiness will be essential for R&D
applications in regulated spaces such as clean energy systems and climate-mitigation
technologies. Trustworthy and transparent workflows for AI/ML models will be nec-
essary to apply those approaches to advanced nuclear energy and integrated energy
systems technology R&D, a field which demands high standards of safety and perfor-
mance. Finally, an ML-based application could be completely trustworthy and
explainable and still give the wrong answer; more precisely, the answer has both
known and unknown limits. Known limits are probabilities of correctness, and some
AI/ML methods (such as reinforcement learning) benefit from continual training and
supervision. Collecting feedback on correct versus incorrect outputs needs to be
coordinated. AI/ML software deployed into gateways, as opposed to running in sepa-
rate, isolated environments by each user, can track each methods’ success rates.

6.5 Usability and user experience

Using gateways to enhance usability and the user (and researcher) experience has
probably received the least amount of attention by the field. The application of AI/ML
methods within gateways to enhance user experience (such as guided access, usage
analytics, digital assistants) would enhance science gateways’ capabilities and advance
the field to a new level of maturity. In this space, we expect Javascript-based AI/ML
solutions to become important for gateways. Already, there is a vibrant ecosystem of
such frameworks, including: TensorFlow.js1, ml5.js2, Propel3, Brain.js,4 ml.js,5 Neuro.
js,6 Synaptic,7 and others. Worthy of mention, also, is ConvNetJS8 which has some
particularly user-friendly educational web applications. We note that AI has already
begun to shape a lot of human/machine interfaces. Google search can know and
categorize images from text. Voice assistants have become good at parsing queries and
returning data correctly. We expect AI to transform Science Gateways themselves, as
well as the way they work. “The main trick here is to allow humans to stay human. For
decades computers were not exciting to use as they required us to change our
ways.”—Heilmann.9 Gateways were always trying to help the humans stay human,
AI/ML should enable them to succeed in new ways.

6.6 AI for gateway cyberinfrastructure

In addition to opportunities to leverage AI/ML in research, there are also benefits
to adopting these technologies in the underlying cyberinfrastructure powering the

1 https://www.tensorflow.org/js
2 https://ml5js.org/
3 https://stackshare.io/propel
4 https://github.com/BrainJS/brain.js
5 https://github.com/mljs/ml
6 https://neuro.js.org/
7 http://caza.la/synaptic/#/
8 https://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/convnetjs/
9 https://www.infoq.com/news/2018/11/human-interfaces-ai/
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gateways. For, instance, there are opportunities for centralizing sets of services that
could be leveraged for small/short computational jobs (such as classifying an item)
that could be provided by frameworks such as Tapis [49], Airavata [50], HUBzero
[51], or even commercial cloud services (AWS lambda etc.) with potential to support
a hosted catalog of AI/ML functions that could be leveraged by existing and new
gateways. Gateways could leverage these lambda-like functions for AI integrations
both for AI/ML research as well as incorporating some of these tools into the way the
gateway is managed and delivers functionality—recommendations, analyzing gate-
way data/metrics, and classification of user jobs/workflows that could make gateway
operations more efficient and useful to end users/researchers. Further, there is the
potential for gateways to leverage AI to enhance usability and accessibility through

• Chatbots—gateways could support customers in real-time and also help reduce
help service costs as leveraging AI instead of manual support. These AI chatbots
could learn from researcher responses and offer better support with every day
and iteration. Additionally, this can also translate to more sustainability as
operations run with less staff focus on this and the ability to focus more on
gateway functions.

• Accessibility compliance—automated scanning can provide gateway accessibility
solutions that will audit gateway interfaces for accessibility. This allows gateway
developers to always have the gateway Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
and Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) compliant.

• Better search with natural language processing (NLP)—a large element that can
impact usability is search. When users perform searches on gateway, they are
looking for something specific. Using semantic search, can make their experience
more user-friendly and rewarding and allow them to utilize the gateway better
and continue to use it, increasing retention.

• AI research assistants and personalized user experiences—AI-powered assistants
are becoming increasingly popular in the world of e-commerce, and there is large
potential for these AI-powered virtual assistants to assist gateway users and
helping them out in their research journey.

• Sentiment analysis of user correspondence—AI-driven sentiment analysis tools
can aid in precisely understanding how researchers feel about services and
features. Such tools can analyze researcher correspondence and comments to
provide a precise overview of the likeability of the current gateway. This data can
help gateway managers/developers improve offerings, add new features, remove
unwanted features, and offer a better user experience, leading to increased
research outputs, retention, and potential growth and sustainability.

• Cybersecurity—AI-driven pattern recognition of bad actor behaviors can analyze
system access and activities to aid in identification of compromised accounts or
API security flaws. This type of data and recommendations can assist gateway
and infrastructure providers in identifying and addressing security vulnerabilities
leading to better protection of this advanced computing and data resources
and research intellectual property. We go into more detail in the next section for
this topic.
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Overall, AI will be revolutionary in the way gateways can be developed/managed/
protected and how users will interact with the gateway. Investing in and developing
AI-powered tools is a concrete area that will lead to improvements in gateway usabil-
ity and functionality and doing so in centralized ways can push the entire research
community forward.

7. Cybersecurity and critical infrastructure protection

The primary danger posed by the use of Science Gateways comes from the “com-
munity account” model on which these applications are based. Some of the science
gateway frameworks create on purpose a single account through which they schedule
all the jobs by a group of users of the web-facing interface, for example, [6] allowing
for accessing HPC resources nationwide in the USA.

Because it is automated, such systems must submit their jobs (typically) without
going through two-factor authentication systems (although the gateway infrastruc-
ture could, in principle use a two-factor system on the web-facing side). HUBzero has
implemented such modules and allows for re-use of login credentials such as Google
accounts only if the two-factor system is used at least once during the first login to the
system.

Science gateway frameworks are differently designed in regard to security: some
only run a limited set of commands related to moving files and a science code, others
such as Jupyter Notebooks take code from a web-facing interface and run it on the
target system.

Most of the science codes developed in research domains are often written without
any kind of security in mind. AI networks themselves, depending on the details of
their training, could, in principle, contain vulnerabilities that would be very hard to
identify. Individual applications are likely to have numerous vulnerabilities and a
clever hacker could provide input parameter files that trigger buffer overrun attacks,
etc. In addition, there is the small (but nonvanishing) chance that the science gateway
framework itself might be hacked in some way.

Some solutions help mitigating these issues, for example, singularity with
AppArmor on the target system. AppArmor provides kernel-level protection against
arbitrary sorts of unwanted access. AI is a promising solution via pattern recognition
of bad actor behaviors supporting to identify compromised accounts or API security
flaws.

8. Outlook

Outreach to different target groups will be a crucial topic to establish new science
gateways in addition to the ones already used in the AI/ML community. Zooniverse is
a great example of a science gateway for collaborating on AI methods. It is one of the
frameworks we plan to reach out to. The academic community is well reachable at
conferences, and thus, presenting about science gateways and AI at a diverse set of
conferences can connect the communities. Furthermore, federal funding programs for
AI/ML research and development are important influencers in this space. NSF, NASA,
Advanced Research Project Agency-Energy (ARPA-E), Office of Nuclear Energy
(DOE-NE) and Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy (DOE-EERE) all
have solicitations associated with AI/ML applications. The last three of these agencies
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are in the energy space. Existing science gateways in the AI area are good starting
points to analyze the uptake of such gateways by the community and to identify
existing pain points using such solutions. Partnering with industry is a promising way
to accelerate the collaboration between the science gateways and the AI/ML commu-
nity. The goal is not only to increase the uptake of science gateways for AI methods
but also to increase the uptake of AI methods for science gateway infrastructures.
Both fields can benefit from each other and accelerate science via combining methods
for ML with usability of science gateways. Integrating science gateways into teaching
will further enhance the knowledge in the community and train students on using and
potentially developing science gateways and/or AI/ML concepts and methods and,
hence, train the next generation of users and developers. With AI being such an
important field in academia and industry, this is a crucial step for highly needed
workforce development. This combination of AI/ML and science gateways creates the
next generation of critical infrastructure for research and teaching.
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Chapter 5

Providing Sustainable Transport
Infrastructure through
Internalization of External Costs:
A Case Study from South-Eastern
European Countries
Christina Nikolova

Abstract

The most important goals for transport systems development in the European
countries are related to increasing transport system efficiency and sustainability
and pushing national economies’ competitiveness. After a thorough analysis of
transport costs, a system of measures should be undertaken to achieve these goals.
All these issues are on the top of the political agenda so far, considering the
impacts of the COVID pandemic in recent years and the current developments of
Just Transition and the European Green Deal ambitions. However, they could not
be reached without accounting for transport’s social costs, especially external ones.
The chapter’s main objective is to demonstrate the opportunities of the internali-
zation approach and its updates for evaluating marginal external transport costs on
a national level for South-Eastern European countries. As a result, a background
will be provided to help policymakers in these counties to prioritize measures and
projects envisaged in inland modes of transport based on potential savings for the
society, which is not done so far. The chapter also discusses the effects of
improving transport infrastructure functioning and performance by using inter-
nalization of external costs.

Keywords: sustainable transport, external costs for transport, internalization of
external costs, infrastructure charging, transport policy

1. Introduction

The main ambition of the Transport policy in the EU is to provide efficient and
sustainable transport systems and services to societies and to push national economies’
competitiveness. These goals could be reached through a system of measures under-
taken after a thorough analysis of transport costs [1]. However, this analysis needs the
application of contemporary cost accounting approaches in transport and up-to-date
infrastructure charging principles.
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The infrastructure charging system in transport in the EU is based on the “user is
to pay” principle. However, besides the internal costs (private costs) calculated in
infrastructure charges, other costs are generally not reflected in charges but influence
external parties. Hence, it is necessary to differentiate charges to account for external
costs for different modes of transport. The differentiation could be achieved by
internalizing external costs for transport in infrastructure charges by applying a
common approach for infrastructure charging in all modes of transport.

All these issues appear to be of utmost importance when analyzing transport
activities and the opportunities for funding infrastructure projects in South-Eastern
European Countries and to achieve respective transport policy goals.

The evaluation of marginal external transport costs on a national level for South-
Eastern European countries is suggested in this chapter to clarify the application of the
approach and its opportunities to balance transport modes sustainably. Furthermore,
the results could help countries’ policymakers prioritize measures and projects envis-
aged in inland modes of transport based on potential savings for society, which has
not been done so far. Finally, the chapter suggests measures for improving transport
infrastructure funding and performance.

2. Methodology for evaluation of external infrastructure costs

On the European level, many projects and studies were carried out to estimate the
proper impact of externalities and to translate it into societal costs (GRACE, UNITE,
RECORDIT, SPECTRUM, HEATCO, NEWEXT, etc.). Although the transferability of
results remains limited, a considerable number of different researchers pave the way
toward proper valuation. TheHandbook on the external costs of transport and its updates
give a detailed overview of what is being done in the field of cost estimation so far [2].

The cost data used by infrastructure companies are insufficient, heterogeneous,
and inappropriate for thorough analysis and evaluation. On the other hand, using
complex cost categories and new information sources is a resource- and time-
intensive, which is unacceptable in the short term [3]. Therefore, existing practices
and methods for determining infrastructure charges are the initial basis for specifying
cost categories and the data used for estimating marginal social costs for transport [4].

The necessity to develop a common framework for charging for transport infra-
structure use is defined at the European Union level [5]. It is because infrastructure
charges affect the conditions of competition in the internal market. Furthermore, they
are related to ensuring access to the transport market and significantly affect the
development of international transport [6]. Therefore, in order to achieve the objec-
tives set, the following basic principles are justified:

• The same basic principles are applied to all modes of transport;

• Levying infrastructure charges lead to greater efficiency of the use of transport
infrastructure.

• All users must pay for the costs they cause, or at least ensure that operating costs
are covered;

• The charges must be directly linked to the costs induced by infrastructure users
and other costs, including the environmental and other external costs.
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• They must differ only where there are fundamental differences in the cost and
quality of services and should not be discriminatory regarding users’ nationality
and origin.

The only approach that fully meets these criteria is charging based on marginal
social costs, i.e., users pay the costs (internal and external) that they trigger when
using the infrastructure. This approach incentivizes consumers to reduce infrastruc-
ture costs while maximizing individual benefits and economic and social well-being.

Besides the costs reflected in the applied infrastructure charges (internal costs),
some costs are not paid by the users causing them but affect parties external to the
transport process and are not included in the charges [2]. Some of these external costs
are marginal. The procedures for allocating costs depend on the valuation method
applied. Cost allocation is usually done indirectly through theoretical and empirical
cost analysis, using different indicators and coefficients of the other influencing fac-
tors [7]; these allocation indices can be combined to establish marginal costs for
different vehicle types [6]. The allocation indices can be combined to evaluate mar-
ginal costs for different vehicle types.

The introduction of proper charging for the use of transport infrastructure pro-
vides for charges to be set entirely based on full social costs, i.e., variable and fixed
infrastructure costs and external costs [8]. To this end, it is necessary to specify how
to assess the different types of external costs. In doing so, their calculation is again
linked to the setting of marginal costs.

Three major groups of external costs could be specified as follows:

1.Congestion costs – incl. Costs for the scarcity of infrastructure, including time and
additional operating costs; for scheduled transport: delay costs as well as additional
costs in urban areas – including time losses of non-motorized traffic in urban areas;

2.Environmental costs – incl. Costs for air pollution [9], � health/medical costs, crop
losses, building damages etc.; costs for climate change – avoidance costs to reduce
risk of climate change and damage costs of increasing average temperature; noise
costs –annoyance and health costs; well-to-tank costs – including climate change
and air pollution costs of energy consumption and GHG emissions of up- and
downstream processes, cost elements such as repair cost and restoration
measures (e.g. unsealing, renaturation, green bridges); costs for habitat damage –
including damage or restoration costs of air pollutant related biodiversity losses
[10]; and costs for soil and water pollution – including restoration and repair costs
for soil and water pollutant with focus on transport-related heavy metal and
hydrocarbon emissions; noise costs – including the environmental price of noise
that reflects the welfare loss occurring with one extra decibel of noise as well as
induced annoyance and health costs.

3.Accident costs – including medical costs, production losses, and losses of human
lives.

In assessing the congestion costs, three leading indicators are used that affect the
level of these costs – the assessment of the travel time, the ratio of “ travel time –
demand for transport services,” and the function of demand. The value of travel time
can be evaluated in several different ways: first, by assessing the value of time for
society as a whole. In this case, a distinction should be made between the time to work
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and the rest spent on travel. The salary per hour may reflect the production result that
can be achieved for the time used for transport [11].

Concerning rest time, the willingness to pay for actual or hypothetical consumer
preferences should be assessed. These preferences are studied using surveys. The
assessment of private travel is carried out using the neoclassical model of individuals
maximizing the utility of the consumption of services under certain budgetary con-
straints [12]. The costs for business trips take into account individual aspects of a
person’s productivity. Further research is needed in this area to justify better the
indicators that determine the assessment of the travel time.

The optimal level of congestion charges is determined by the intersection of the
cost curve of transport infrastructure users and the demand curve for transport
services. This level reflects the demand for access to transport infrastructure and
responds to the necessity of internalizing these costs in the charges, thus providing for
cost reduction. Thus, the demand function determines the relationship between actual
external costs and equilibrium charges to address the consequences of congestion.

The flow of vehicles providing transport services can be explained as a physical
relationship between the number of vehicles using the transport infrastructure over a
specified period and the corresponding speed at which those vehicles move. The ratio
of “travel time – demand for transport services” can be described with different
functions (hyperbolic, logit, linear) [8]. In this case, it is crucial to consider the
relative share of demand diverted due to congestion, which will be directed to another
time or alternative route.

A significant factor influencing the occurrence of congestion is the costs of individual
infrastructure users. These costs increase as the number of users increases. Thus, if the
charges paid by users are set to reflect the actual external congestion costs, the demand
for access will be reduced and, together with it, the external costs themselves.

Several studies have been carried out in the EU on external congestion costs.
However, these congestion impacts have not been sufficiently investigated [13].
Moreover, it is unclear whether these costs should be defined as external when
scheduled services are offered. For example, the costs associated with delays due to
congestion caused by one rail operator to another are external. However, it is debat-
able whether delays in the presence of only one operator should be considered essen-
tial for price fixing or included in them. With this in mind and based on the
conclusions on the state and use of infrastructure in different modes of transport, it
can be summarized that these costs must be considered when determining infrastruc-
ture charges for road and air transport and are less critical in rail. In this respect, it is
necessary to study them further and include them in the charges when reaching the
appropriate level of use of the infrastructure.

The environmental costs are related to eliminating heterogeneous transport influ-
ences such as noise, air, water, and soil pollution. However, the valuation of these
influences is hampered by the fact that it is not goods and services that can be sold and
bought. Therefore, different methods are used [14], such as:

• the market for substitute goods and services, respectively, transport costs where
consumers benefit from public recreational facilities, are used to estimate these
costs. Alternatively, they could be evaluated by using the consumer assessment of
individual goods and services depending on their exposure to pollution or noise.
Thus, assessing such goods and services concerning their environmental
characteristics can be used. The environmental costs can also be assessed by
examining the members of society willing to pay to reduce or eliminate adverse
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environmental effects. There are some difficulties associated with the sensitivity
of individuals to the ecological factor in applying this method;

• conditional estimates – this method is related to a study of consumers’willingness
to pay in order to eliminate adverse effects or their willingness to pay in order to
continue to tolerate these effects. The difficulties relate to questionnaires
development and the provision of credible answers, as well as to psychological
biases associated with a lower willingness to pay for the elimination of harmful
influences than to accept benefits in order to continue to bear them;

• indirect methods are applicable for the costs of preventing environmental
pollution. They are applied in two stages: the first is technical. It aims to quantify
the consequences of adverse environmental effects. The second is to assess the
damage caused, both through the market prices of the damaged goods and
through the repair costs of such damage or other subjective assessments.
However, the application of this method involves difficulties due to the lack of
information, and the value of environmental damage is inaccurate.

Measuring the different adverse effects is complex, but there are still some studies
[15] attempting to quantify them accurately. For example, noise is measured
depending on the duration and sensitivity of the human ear. Its impacts are usually
assessed by lowering the prices of buildings in noisier areas. Noise also impacts
people’s health due to its influence on the cardiovascular system and sleep, which are
general health components. Air pollution is measured by the amounts of harmful
vehicle emissions – nitrogen and sulfur oxides, particulate matter, and volatile organic
compounds. Assessing their impact on people, animals, plants, and buildings is com-
plicated. There are still significant inconsistencies in determining the long-term effect
of these on human health. The values estimates include the direct costs of disability,
the cost of protection from emissions, and the assessment of consumers’willingness to
pay to avoid damage caused by air pollution.

The accident costs are inherent in the transport industry [16]. They have a high value
depending on the number of people killed and injured in accidents, the cost of human life,
or the damage caused. The value of human life is most often assessed by assessing human
capital and calculating losses or reduced production due to damage caused. It is also
possible to assess the willingness to pay extra for transport at greater risk.

For the calculation of the accident costs, it is necessary to consider not only the
assessment of the value of human life but also the value of the damage caused to persons
and property, as well as the production losses resulting from the absence of employees
fromwork. The cost of the damage includes direct (medical expenses, transport of
victims, etc.), indirect costs (loss of production), and subjective assessments (of pain and
suffering). Therefore, it is impossible to determine to what extent these costs are covered
by transport insurance [12]. Furthermore, there are also fluctuations in the extent to
which these external costs are related to the transport volume, respectively, with the flow
of vehicles and at driving speeds. These issues also require studying the interaction
between congestion and the number of transport accidents.

The possibilities for internalizing external costs are not yet fully used in the infra-
structure charging systems in transport sectors of the South-Eastern European coun-
tries [6]. Except for charges on liquid fuels and excise duties relating to covering the
costs of protecting and preventing environmental pollution, there are only a few to
consider these costs (for example, environmental and noise-related markups in
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airport charges). Therefore, there is a need for in-depth and concrete research into
these opportunities and the definition of approaches and methods for evaluating
external costs and their internalization in infrastructure charges. Furthermore, the
revenues from such charges may be used to finance future investments. There is no
need to set a uniform approach to measuring external costs, but it must be determined
how different cost estimates or approaches can be applied correctly. However, the
possibilities for internalizing external costs can be determined by whether the mar-
ginal cost function is increasing or decreasing [17]. Therefore, determining the mar-
ginal costs of transport infrastructure should be based on the average of the elasticity
factors of maintenance and repair costs to changes in transport volume.

Thus, if the cost function is decreasing, as in rail and waterborne transport, the
marginal costs have not reached their minimum, and there are opportunities for
economies of scale. That is, with a 1% increase in transport volume, costs increased by
less than 1%. Therefore, in this case, it is possible to apply supplements and include
external costs in infrastructure charges without drastically reducing revenue. Con-
versely, when the cost function is increasing, i.e., a 1% increase in transport volume
corresponds to a more significant cost increase, there is a decreasing return on a scale.
In this case, the inclusion of external costs will cause a substantial increase in charges
and affect the usage of transport infrastructure.

The discussed charging approach is critical to ensure the efficient use of infra-
structure and creates the conditions for its financing from users’ payments, which
require new and different funding models. Transport operators and users paying the
actual costs have clear incentives to make their choice, for example:

• To use vehicles that cause less damage to the infrastructure, less environmental
pollution, and are more secure;

• To rearrange their routes and logistics chains to those with lower infrastructure
damage levels, less congestion, lower risk of accidents, and a lower
environmental impact;

• To reconsider their modal choice and use modes of transport with fewer external
effects.

Consequently, the infrastructure charging system developed in implementing such
a common approach provides incentives to improve transport performance through
more comprehensive benefits by reducing the costs associated with external effects.
Even transport operators who have not changed their services will benefit from
changes undertaken by others, such as reducing congestion and improving infra-
structure conditions, reducing the risk of accidents, etc.

3. Methodology for internalization of external costs

Based on the analysis carried out of the current principles of infrastructure charges
in transport, it is found that the charges in the different modes of transport are based
on the average or marginal cost of maintaining, repairing, and operating the infra-
structure concerned [1]. Therefore, to take into account marginal social costs for
transport, general principles for evaluating costs, including external ones, should
apply to all modes of transport.
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Cost grouping is essential as it reflects the content of the costs already deter-
mined and is a step toward their allocation. At this stage, the existing cost cate-
gorization may be used, or accounting information sources adapted to the theory
of marginal costs [18]. However, to justify the inclusion of the relevant group of
costs in determining infrastructure charges, it is necessary to define more detailed
and precise cost categories. In doing so, an account should be taken of the
information limitations according to which specific categories of expenditure
are aggregated, and it is not possible to accurately reflect the different variable
costs [19].

In some cases, determining the reasons for different costs is relatively easy, and in
others – not so much. Therefore, the different cost categories may be further grouped
according to their reasons. The individual elements of the variable costs shall then be
defined using the relevant qualitative technical and economic indicators.

After grouping the costs according to their intended purpose, it is crucial to create
the necessary prerequisites for their transfer to those who cause them through the
system of infrastructure charges [8]. Ideally, charges should change as each cost
changes. However, the practical application of such an approach is not easy, so it is
necessary to use more generalized categories. First, an analytical approach may be
applied when examining infrastructure costs based on the total costs allocated to one
vehicle. The second option is to apply the synthesis approach, which collects infor-
mation on the costs associated with individual vehicles and summarizes these costs.
The availability of data on the costs concerned their categorization and the possibili-
ties for allocating them predetermine the use of one of the two approaches. Synthesis
is appropriate when the objective is to determine the function of the total costs from
which to infer the first derivative (the function of marginal costs). Where the total
costs are known and the individual elements are not, it is more appropriate to use the
analysis.

For cost allocation purposes, it is necessary to link the different cost categories to
the relevant indicators, using data on physical and technical interaction between
vehicles and roads or railways. In applying this approach, the allocation procedure
must be transparent. These requirements may be tailored as follows:

When allocating marginal costs depending on the weight and number of vehicles,
axle load indicators are used mainly. The mileage indicator is used to allocate costs
that do not depend on the gross weight of the vehicles. In order to improve the
information base, it is necessary to extend the above analysis method (in terms of
mixed traffic, the share of different heavy goods vehicles).

Estimates of individual costs differ; some have a direct financial dimension, others
depend on the likelihood of an event, and others have a physical or physiological
expression (see Table 1).

The focus at this stage should be on the cost drivers and not on the incurrence of
the costs themselves. Infrastructure costs, as well as environmental and congestion
costs, can be directly attributed to the transport volume [20]. In this regard, the
infrastructure charges imposed on consumers are the most appropriate toolbox for
ensuring adequate price signals in the transport infrastructure market. However,
concerning the costs caused by transport accidents, this toolbox can be assessed as
inappropriate. On the other hand, approaches based on general taxation and specific
transport taxes and charges (e.g., vehicle tax and charges on liquid fuels) are not
particularly precise as they are not based on the specific costs incurred due to trans-
port accidents. Furthermore, these taxes and charges do not alert consumers to correct
their behavior because of accidents.
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Introducing the charges related to externalities will lead to the provision of addi-
tional revenue from infrastructure charges. From a fairness point of view, it is desir-
able to use the accumulated money to compensate victims of accidents, for example,
or to finance measures to limit future negative influences. Furthermore, even higher
cost recovery levels can be achieved if the funds are allocated to achieve common
infrastructure objectives [21]. Analyses carried out on the European level provide a
reason to summarize that the total revenues for the transport system will exceed
infrastructure costs.

Differentiation of charges taking into account external costs is also possible as
different modes of transport have different external costs. Such a measure would
more effectively impact the charges for using the infrastructure. In this respect, it is
necessary to introduce simultaneously environmental charges related to noise, harm-
ful emissions, transport accidents, and congestion in different modes of transport.
Demand for infrastructure capacity changes depending on the hours of the day, the
type of traffic, and the direction of alternative routes. In principle, transport operators
should pay different fees for different destinations and times of day in order to
adequately reflect the insufficient (depleted) capacity and ensure its more efficient
allocation [8]. This guideline should be used to increase the efficiency and sustain-
ability of the use of transport infrastructure.

Improving the infrastructure charging system by internalizing external transport
costs will lead to more efficient use of infrastructure and higher coverage of the costs
of maintaining and operating it. In addition, this process will create prerequisites for
financing the construction of new infrastructure. In combination with subsidies pro-
vided directly by the state to offset the overall public benefit to non-direct users of
infrastructure, a high, or perhaps full, level of covering maintenance and operation
costs is likely to be achieved. Suppose full coverage is not ensured, and the state

Fixed costs Variable costs

Internal costs External costs/
benefits

Internal costs External costs/benefits

Capital expenditures: Costs: Other external costs

• return on capital;
• interest payments;
• -asset regrowth.

• restrictive effects;
• pollution of nature;
• visual disturbances.

• Air and water pollution:
(local/local pollutants – e.g.,
dusting; regional pollutants
– e.g., nitrates; global
pollutants – e.g., carbon
dioxide).

Fixed running costs: Benefits: Variable running costs: Costs/Benefits:

• maintenance costs
(weather and
climate-related);

• operating costs
(lighting, traffic
management,
information);

• administration costs.

• improved access;
• systemic benefits;
• increased

productivity.

• operating costs
(traffic
management, use,
ancillary services);

• maintenance costs
related to operation
(reconstruction,
replacement of rails,
repair).

Transport accidents

Congestion

Noise and vibration

Table 1.
Costs elements related to the use and maintenance of infrastructure.
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wishes to ensure a higher level. In that case, this can be achieved by imposing addi-
tional, fixed, non-discriminatory user charges that do not change the proportions
between modes of transport. In addition, investment projects will, at least in the
medium term, require a high level of cost coverage. In such cases, higher charges may
be applied for a particular time, following the rules on non-discrimination and pro-
viding guarantees that monopoly profits will not be allowed to be realized.

In the presence of sufficiently reliable and detailed methodologies based on the
described approach, it is possible to recalculate the marginal costs for each year [22].
Thus, in the event of a change in cost ratios or a significant change in the use of
infrastructure (e.g., when capacity is exhausted), changes will be able to be reflected
promptly and infrastructure charges updated. In this way, they will consider the
actual conditions for using the infrastructure and provide adequate revenue for
undertakings offering access to it.

However, it should be taken into account that the marginal costs do not change
proportionately as the volume of transport changes. Therefore, it cannot be assumed
that the mathematical function of the costs is linear. Furthermore, it is necessary to
determine what other factors affect the costs of maintaining and operating transport
infrastructure. All these limitations require an examination of the type of cost
function.

3.1 Evaluation of marginal costs function

Research carried out at the European level has shown that the main costs, which
vary according to the volume of transport for railways and road infrastructure, are the
cost of maintenance and repair. The leading indicators used to allocate costs are
defined in this respect. For terminal infrastructures, such as airports and ports, these
are the labor costs of staff engaged in servicing aircraft/vessels and passengers or
handling goods [22]. In road and rail transport, the leading indicators are the volume
of traffic in gross tonne-kilometers, the number of bridges and tunnels, the level of
electrification, and the infrastructure’s operation duration. Regarding terminal infra-
structure, the airports and ports shall consider the number of air movements, passen-
gers served, and ships served. Seasonal and weekly fluctuations in transport volume
should also not be overlooked.

The function describing the change in the cost of maintaining and repairing the
transport infrastructure presents the relationship between these costs and the trans-
port volume. For the definition of this heading, the relationship between the total
marginal costs of transport infrastructure (TCinfra), the volume of traffic (Q), and the
factors influencing them should be clarified. Influencing factors may be, for example,
infrastructure parameters (I), the cost of construction of the infrastructure (p), vehi-
cle weight (W), speed of movement (S), weather conditions (Z), etc. Therefore, the
overall type of cost function suggested by the author is:

TCinfra ¼ f Q, p, W, S, I, Z, …ð Þ (1)

Research carried out in EU countries gives rise to the transcendental logarithmic
function being considered the most accurate for studying infrastructure costs in road
and rail transport [23]. It provides possibilities for initial analysis of the total costs and
phasing out the function according to the type of infrastructure. Another advantage is
that it is a flexible mathematical model that gives good results in studying unknown
products or cost functions. This model also meets the requirements of neoclassical
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economic theory related to the substitution of production factors, economies of scale
of production, and technological changes [24]. The limitations of using the transcen-
dental logarithmic function are not significant. They relate only to possible changes in
the vehicle technologies in use.

The type of aggregated function adapted to railway infrastructure conditions and
the necessary cost data is as follows (adapted and suggested by the author):

ln Cmð Þ ¼ α0þ αl: ln lþ αk: ln kt þ αQg: lnQg þ αSw: ln Sw þ αNt: lnNt þ ln l ½βll: ln lþ βlk:
�

ln kt þ βQg: lnQg þ βSw:l: ln Sw þ βNtl: lnNt

�
þ lnkt ½βktkt: lnktþ βktQg:

�

lnQg þ βSwkt: ln Sw þ βNtkt: lnNt

�
þ lnQg ½βQgQg: lnQg þ βNtQg: lnNt

� �

þ lnNt ½βNtNt: lnNtð Þ,
(2)

Where the dependent variable Cm reflects the costs of maintaining railway infra-
structure, and the independent variables are:

l – the length of the railway sections;
kt – the variable determining the electrification of railway lines;
Sw – the number of arrows in each plot;
Qg – the gross traffic volume on the relevant section;
Nt – the number of trains passing on the sections for a certain period (e.g., for 1

year);
α0 – constant;
α – the elasticity coefficient;
β – the correlation factor between the indicators.
Data availability and quality influence costs and are crucial for econometric analysis.

In this respect, it is necessary to provide detailed data and adapt them to the regression
analysis needs. A similar model is suitable for describing the cost function in road
transport. The model includes the cost of repairing and maintaining individual road
sections, variables for road category, and annual average daily transport volumes.

Concerning airport infrastructure, an appropriate form for the cost function is
cubic, as it best describes the cost dependency on the volume of transport at airports
with predominant international traffic. The main indicators to be included in the
model are as follows: number of staff (n), respectively, duration of work in person-
hours by type of activity, annual cost of carrying out the different types of services
(C), number of air movements (m), respectively number of passengers served. The
study of the type of cost function for different indicators follows the model (adapted
and suggested by the author):

C ¼ β0 þ βn1:nþ βn2:n
2 þ βn3:n

3 þ βn4 n
4 þ εt (3)

This model must also consider seasonal and weekly fluctuations in transport vol-
ume and differences in service standards. In this way, higher reliability of the analysis
can be ensured.

In the short term, facilities’ wear and tear costs are not so high for port infrastruc-
ture. Therefore, the main costs to be considered in the analysis are the costs of loading
and unloading operations and the labor costs of port workers. The model describing
the type of cost function may include the following indicators: annual costs of using
the port (TC), the quantities of freight passing through the port per year (Q), and the
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total quantity of goods passing through the port over the entire period (Qcum). It is
also possible to include the annual investment costs, the number of persons employed
in ships’ servicing, and the labor costs for those persons. Studies carried out in EU
countries show that the most appropriate form of the function is the logarithmic
Cobb-Douglas specification of the type (adapted and suggested by the author):

logTC ¼ logaþ blogQ þ clogQcum þ dy (4)

In the absence of sufficiently detailed and reliable data for econometric analysis
(large statistical rows of at least 50 meanings are required), it should be clarified that
the summaries made are theoretically valid but require further practical and applied
analyses. In addition, they should present the specific results of the correlation
between the change in costs and the factors influencing them.

Implementing the first stages of the described approach provides for basic infra-
structure charges for roads, railways, ports, and airports to be defined. However, it
should be taken into account that the marginal costs do not account for all variable
costs, i.e., they need to be included in infrastructure charges in other ways to ensure
higher or even full cost recovery.

The marginal costs of transport infrastructure shall be determined by the use of the
econometric models or only by the simple determination of the cost elasticity factors
relative to the transport volume. In the absence of a sufficiently detailed database of
the cost categories, quantifying the marginal costs of transport infrastructure may be
done using the principles for the transfer of research results as recommended by the
Handbook on external transport costs [2]. The relevant reference values by cost
category shall be selected, and the results obtained using the econometric approach
shall be applied.

Following the suggested methodological approach, the next stage for infrastructure
charging involves markups’ calculation to reflect the external costs for transport and
harmonize the infrastructure charging systems in different modes of transport. Then,
depending on the indicators included in the study of the cost function and calculated
elasticity factors, it is necessary to determine the amount of marginal external costs
related to each indicator. Thus, the remaining costs (external) can be allocated based
on the marginal costs already allocated.

3.2 Calculation of external marginal costs for SEEC for evaluating markups to
infrastructure charges

The calculation of markups to marginal infrastructure costs can be carried out by
using the transferring tool for the results of econometric studies as suggested in the
Handbook on the external costs of transport [2]. However, detailed data on different
indicators for certain road sections or individual infrastructure sites should be consid-
ered in this case. The coefficients obtained should not be applied directly. Instead,
they should be adapted to the using conditions, the characteristics of the country’s
infrastructure, and the year of calculation. The calculated cost dependency factors for
the transport volume will determine the marginal external costs. The remaining addi-
tional costs may be allocated proportionally to predetermined cost dependency factors
from the average daily traffic volume per category of vehicles. Overall workflow of
the model in terms of input data, model variables and output, is presented in Figure 1.

Considering recent updates of the Handbook on external transport costs on the
European level [2], there are no projects or studies conducted in most South-Eastern
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European countries. However, external cost evaluation for some of the countries in
this region has been included in the OECD report on external transport costs in
Central and Eastern Europe [1]. Still, other relevant studies do not cover most of the
SEE region countries.

The Handbook on the external costs of transport represents one of the possible
reference bases for further external costs studies in the South-Eastern European
countries [25]. The methodology for the external cost calculation can be widely used
since the unit values for input figures are presented in monetary terms related to the
specific value, such as Euro per hour, per accident, per unit of emission, per life year
lost, etc. The output values are presented in a form that can be translated for inter-
nalization. The central unit for the infrastructure pricing is the cost per vehicle- or
tonne-kilometers. Similar to other studies of external costs, a transfer of cost per
passenger or tonne-kilometer has been carried out to compare different modes.
Where relevant or valuable, other output unit values are shown. When applying the
results to the SEE region, it should be considered that the figures are directly applica-
ble to some SEE countries (EU members). However, for others (non-members), the
value transfer approach is used to transfer the data to these countries. It can still
provide reliable data for policy purposes at lower accuracy based on the guidelines for
estimating external transport costs. The Handbook provides ready estimations with
limited case-specific data; total/average and marginal external cost figures are pro-
vided for all countries and transport modes. Where relevant, differentiations to rele-
vant vehicle characteristics (e.g., fuel type, size class, etc.) and traffic situation (type
of road, day/night, thin/dense traffic, etc.) are provided [2].

The example provided in this section presents the calculations of total marginal
external costs for pilot routes in SEE countries (for road and rail infrastructure) by
using marginal values in order to present the potential of the described approach to
defining markups to marginal infrastructure costs for charging for the use of infra-
structure in these countries.

Figure 1.
Model workflow from data input to expected results.
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Calculating marginal external costs for specific routes in SEE countries is based on
the reference values of the marginal external costs (€ct/vehicle for accident costs and
€ct/tkm for all other costs) and transport modes provided by the Handbook referring
to 2016.

These values are adjusted by using GDP per capita in PPPs coefficients for 2016 by
country and by respective coefficients related to harmonized indices of consumer
prices (HICP) for 2021 relative to 2016 (counted to index 2020 = 100). Through this
adjustment, the reference values have been updated in line with current economic
conditions and reflect the specificities of each SEE country (see Tables 2 and 3).

For the approach validation, the calculations of marginal external costs have been
made for the pilot routes presented in Table 4, which presents the characteristics of
each pilot route in detail.

The external costs for pilot routes are calculated according to the recommenda-
tions in the Handbook [2] and Annex 2: General instructions for the calculation of
external costs [24]. In addition, the following methodology has been applied:

• First, type of vehicle (LDV and HDV), network type (motorways and outside
urban), and vkm or tkm for each type of vehicle and section of the network are
defined;

• Second, the correct marginal values for external costs by countries (€ct/vkm or
tkm) for 2016 from the Handbook on external transport costs are selected and
adjusted to 2021, accounting for each SEE country’s current economic conditions.
It is made by using the coefficient of GDP per capita in PPPs per every SEE
country and the HICP ratio for 2021–2016 coefficients (see Table 2) as the
referent values for marginal accident costs are recommended for the EU as a
whole;

• Third, the adjusted marginal values are multiplied by the total volumes (vkm or
tkm) to calculate each route’s total external costs.

• Thus, the respective external costs for moving vehicles of a particular type on the
separate sections and pilot routes are calculated.

• For rail transport, calculations of marginal external costs are made according to
the following considerations:

Country GDP per capita in PPPs
coefficient (2016)

Correction factor based on the ratio of
HICP (2021–2016)

Bulgaria (BG) 0.49 1.10

Croatia (HR) 0.62 1.07

North Macedonia (NM) 0.37 1.10

Greece (GR) 0.68 1.02

Republic Serbia (RS) 0.39 1.14

Slovenia (SL) 0.84 1.07

Table 2.
Adjustment factors for calculating marginal and total external costs.
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External marginal costs Ref. values
€ct/tkm

Adjusted values (€ct/tkm)

BG HR NM GR RS SL

Road transport

Accidents (motorways)* 0.25 0.1348 0.1659 0.1018 0.1734 0.1112 0.2247

Congestion

-LCV

afternoon peak 10.8 5.821 7.165 4.396 7.491 4.802 9.707

morning peak 37.8 20.374 25.077 15.385 26.218 16.806 33.975

-HDV 66.3 35.74 43.98 26.98 45.99 29.48 59.59

Air pollution

-LCV

Gasoline 0.009 0.0049 0.0060 0.0037 0.0062 0.0040 0.0081

Diesel 0.0151 0.0081 0.0100 0.0062 0.0105 0.0067 0.0136

-HGV 0.0061 0.0033 0.0041 0.0025 0.0042 0.0027 0.0041

Noise

-day 0.01 0.0054 0.0066 0.0041 0.0069 0.0044 0.0090

-night 0.02 0.0108 0.0133 0.0081 0.0139 0.0089 0.0190

Climate change:

- LCV

gasoline 1.11 0.5983 0.7364 0.4618 0.7699 0.4935 0.9977

Diesel 1.18 0.6360 0.7828 0.4803 0.8185 0.5246 1.0606

-HDV 0.69 0.3719 0.4578 0.2808 0.4786 0.3068 0.6202

Costs of habitat damage
(motorway)

LCV 1.35 0.7277 0.8956 0.5495 0.9364 0.6002 1.2134

HDV 0.19 0.1024 0.1260 0.0773 0.1318 0.0845 0.1708

Well-to-tank emissions 0.10 0.0539 0.0663 0.0407 0.0694 0.0445 0.0899

Rail transport

Accidents 0.01 0.0054 0.0066 0.0041 0.0069 0.0044 0.0090

Congestion 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Air pollution

-electrified 0.004 0.0022 0.0027 0.0016 0.0028 0.0018 0.0036

-non-electrified 0.356 0.1919 0.2362 0.1449 0.2469 0.1583 0.3200

Noise

-day 0.01 0.0054 0.0066 0.0041 0.0069 0.0044 0.0090

-night 0.02 0.0108 0.0133 0.0081 0.0139 0.0089 0.0190

Climate change:

-electrified 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

-non-electrified 0.087 0.0469 0.0577 0.0354 0.0603 0.0387 0.0782
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• Network types are defined by routes and sections as stated in Table 3 (single or
double lane, electrified, or non-electrified), as well as the type of trains, vkm, and
tkm for each type and section of the network;

• As the Handbook (2020) recommends the marginal values in €ct/train km or
tkm, they are adjusted to 2021, accounting for the current economic conditions
by using respective coefficients, which have been already mentioned above;

• The adjusted marginal values are multiplied by the total volumes (vkm or tkm) to
calculate the total external costs for the whole routes and different types of trains.

Finally, the calculation of potential markups included in the infrastructure charges
as part of internalizing external transport costs could be calculated per km for every
pilot route, as suggested in Table 5.

Calculating the marginal external costs by type of vehicles, modes of transport,
and different pilot routes are used to present the total external marginal costs for each
route by cost category. This creates an opportunity for comparing the costs for differ-
ent routes. However, it should be considered that the value transfer to different EU
countries is sensitive to national and local specifications and is only undertaken
because no national studies are available. Therefore, the respective results represent
rough estimates only.

As the final calculations show, the total marginal external costs for the movement
of different types of vehicles are the lowest for the rail routes. Furthermore, the load
capacity of the trains is many times higher than road vehicles, thus providing a better
performance of rail transport and lower costs for internalization. Considering the
calculated total marginal external costs per km and type of vehicle/train, they could be
used for the final calculation of markups to be included in railway infrastructure
charges and tolls. The results show that the respective markups increase with the load
capacity of vehicles and are the highest for heavy goods vehicles. Something more, the
higher the vehicle capacity in road transport, the higher the markups.

In conclusion, it should be noted that it is impossible to compare directly respec-
tive costs for different pilot routes because the vehicles used for calculations are
different for each mode of transport and have different load capacities. However, if
traffic data (for example, number of vehicles running on each route) are available, it
would be possible to evaluate the total external costs for the usage of each route for a
certain period.

The discussed approach provides an opportunity for higher cost recovery, espe-
cially in reflecting external transport costs. Where charges reflect infrastructure,
congestion, and other external costs, transport services will ensure full cost recovery

External marginal costs Ref. values
€ct/tkm

Adjusted values (€ct/tkm)

BG HR NM GR RS SL

Costs of habitat damage 0.24 0.1294 0.1592 0.0977 0.1734 0.1067 0.2157

Well-to-tank emissions 0.11 0.0593 0.0730 0.0448 0.0763 0.0489 0.0989

Note: * The external costs for accidents are calculated based on reference values in €ct per vkm.

Table 3.
Reference and adjusted values of marginal external costs for transport in SEE countries, €ct/tkm.
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Alternative
route

Origin–
destination

Segment of the
route

Country Distance
(km)

Type of infrastructure

Pilot route I Thessaloniki -
Ljublana
along
Corridor X
(rail)

Thessaloniki -
Gevgelija

GR, NM 79 Single, non-electrified track

Gevgelija-Skopje NM 165.9 Single, electrified track

Skopje- Tabanovce/
Pcevo

NM/RS 49 Single, electrified track

Tabanovce/Pecevo-
Nis

NM/RS 160 Single electrified track

Nis-Stalać RS 62 Double electrified track/
Single electrified track-

Dunis-Stalac

Stalać - Velika Plana RS 89 Double electrified track

Velika Plana -
Beograd

RS 104 Single, electrified track

Beograd- Šid
granica/Tovarnik

RS 145 Double electrified track

Šid granica/
Tovarnik – Novska

RS/HR 185 Double electrified track

Novska- Dugo Selo HR 84 Single, electrified track

Dugo Selo -
Dobova/

HR 58 Double electrified track

Dobova/Ljubljana HR/SL 150 Double electrified track

TOTAL 1330.9

Pilot route II
(alternative
to PR I)

Thessaloniki -
Ljublana
along

Corridor X
(road)

Thessaloniki - Veles GR, NM 182 E75

Veles - Nis NM/RS 227 E75

Nis - Belgrade RS 241 E70

Belgrade - Zagreb RS/HR 394 E70

Zagreb - Ljubljana HL/SL 145 E70

TOTAL 1189 E70

Pilot route III Burgas - Pirot
along

Corridor X
(rail)

Burgas - Voliyak,
Sofia

BG 422 1. Burgas- Zimnitza -

Double electrified track;

2. Zimnitza-Yambol -
Single, electrified track

3. Yambol-Kermen- Double
electrified track;

4. Kermen -Kalitinova -
Single, electrified track
Kalitinovo-Mihailovo-
Double electrified track;

5. Mihailovo-Skutare -
Single, electrified track;

6. Skutare-Voluyak - Double
electrified track
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and thus help to balance the country’s transport system further. Nevertheless, of
course, it is a matter of transport policy decision to define the exact level of external
costs covered by the infrastructure charges and to provide a reasonable explanation
for the rest of these costs to be covered by the society as a whole, not only by the
transport users.

4. Socioeconomic effects of the internalization of external costs for
transport

4.1 Distribution effects

The aim of the internalization of external costs of transport in infrastructure
charges is to increase the efficiency of transport activity and to provide proper pricing
signals to the users for the actual social costs they impose by their modal choices. A
compensatory mechanism should be proposed to ensure fair pricing and competition
in the transport market if the internalization leads to increased infrastructure charges
and undesirable allocation effects. The volume of transport, in general, is increasing,
meaning wealthier households spend most of their income on transport. Therefore,
determining transport charges based on the proposed approach to internalizing the
external costs may have a positive rather than a negative effect on allocation. How-
ever, the final effect will depend to a large extent on the increase in costs in the
respective mode of transport and on the type of compensation mechanism applied by
the state. Thus, the real disposable income will increase for each socioeconomic group.

The implementation of the approach to setting infrastructure charges based on
marginal social costs will provide a significant benefit to the whole society, as well. It
will lead directly to improved technological, operational, and organizational

Alternative
route

Origin–
destination

Segment of the
route

Country Distance
(km)

Type of infrastructure

Voliyak, Sofia –
Dragoman fr./
Dimitrovgrad
(border BG/RS)

BG/RS 49 Single, electrified track

Dragoman fr./
Dimitrovgrad

(border BG/RS)-
Pirot

RS 33 Single, electrified track

TOTAL 504

Pilot route IV
(alternative
to PR III)

Burgas - Pirot
along

Corridor X
(road)

Burgas -Sofia BG 382 Highway

Sofia –
Dimitrovgrad
(border BG/SE)

BG/RS 61.1 E80

Dimitrovgrad- Pirot RS 27.1 E80

TOTAL 470.2

Table 4.
Pilot routes characteristics.
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Pilot route I – Rail

Cost category Marginal external costs per 2021 per gross weight of train (€)

< =
400 t

400–
600 t

600–
800 t

800–
1000 t

1000–
1200 t

1200–
1400 t

1400–
1600 t

Accidents* 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06 7,06

Congestion 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Air pollution 8,92 13,37 17,83 22,29 26,75 31,20 35,66

Noise*** 22,29 33,43 44,58 55,72 66,86 78,01 89,15

Climate change 15,25 22,88 30,51 38,14 45,76 53,39 61,02

Cost of habitat damage 670,82 1006,24 1341,65 1677,06 2012,47 1798,23 2683,30

Well-to-tank emissions 306,5 459,7 612,9 766,1 919,4 820,7 1225,8

Total external costs for the
pilot route

1030,80 1542,67 2054,54 2566,41 3078,28 2788,57 4102,02

Total external costs per km
per train

0,78 1,16 1,54 1,93 2,31 2,10 3,08

Pilot route II – Road (alternative to PR I)

Cost category Marginal external costs per 2021 per type of vehicle (€)

<=3.5 t 3.5–
7.5 t

7.5–12 t 12–20 t 20–26 t 26–40 t 44–60 t

Accidents 1,92 2,43 2,43 2,43 0,46 0,46 0,46

Congestion** 70,39 532,55 2982,29 4970,48 9066,79 13,948,91 20,923,36

Air pollution*** 55,46 30,08 48,13 64,17 83,42 128,34 192,51

Noise**** 0,23 0,49 0,79 1,31 1,71 2,63 3,94

Climate change*** 52,70 40,18 182,25 243,00 94,36 145,17 217,75

Cost of habitat damage 34,12 13,39 21,43 28,58 37,15 57,15 85,73

Well-to-tank emissions 2,5 4,9 7,9 10,5 13,7 21,0 31,6

Total external costs for the
pilot route

217,34 624,06 3245,21 5320,49 9297,56 14,303,70 21,455,31

Total external costs per km
per vehicle

0,18 0,53 2,73 4,48 7,83 12,04 18,06

Pilot route III – Rail

Cost category Marginal external costs per 2021 per gross weight of train (€)

< =
400 t

400–
600 t

600–
800 t

800–
1000 t

1000–
1200 t

1200–
1400 t

1400–
1600 t

Accidents 2,90 2,90 2,90 2,90 2,90 2,90 2,90

Congestion 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Air pollution 3,44 5,16 6,87 8,59 10,31 12,03 13,75

Noise**** 10,74 16,11 21,48 26,85 32,22 37,60 42,97

Climate change 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Cost of habitat damage 154,83 187,41 199,90 249,88 299,86 349,83 399,81

Well-to-tank emissions 70,96 106,44 113,54 141,93 170,31 198,70 315,87
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efficiency, the necessary minimum changes in the modal shift, and a minimal reduc-
tion in demand for transport.

4.2 Effects in the field of integration of underdeveloped areas

Implementing the infrastructure charging system, in line with the proposed
approach, will also change transport prices in peripheral or underdeveloped areas. The
charges will be differentiated to have a lower impact on areas with less congestion and
pollution. Therefore, charges reflecting the related costs in rural and peripheral areas
where infrastructure is low and there is no congestion will be lower. Furthermore, as
highlighted above, the system is likely to generate significant benefits that can be
targeted at less developed areas. In case higher infrastructure charges hamper the
economic development of peripheral and underdeveloped areas, the reform of the
infrastructure charging system must be implemented flexibly and smoothly, provid-
ing that it does not distort competition. Difficulties will arise when the infrastructure

Pilot route I – Rail

Cost category Marginal external costs per 2021 per gross weight of train (€)

< =
400 t

400–
600 t

600–
800 t

800–
1000 t

1000–
1200 t

1200–
1400 t

1400–
1600 t

Total external costs for the
pilot route

242,87 318,02 344,70 430,15 515,60 601,06 775,30

Total external costs per km
per train

0,48 0,63 0,68 0,85 1,02 1,19 1,54

Pilot route IV – Road (alternative to pilot route III)

Cost category Marginal external costs per 2021 per type of vehicle (€)

<=3.5 t 3.5–
7.5 t

7.5–12 t 12–20 t 20–26 t 26–40 t 44–60 t

Accidents 1,11 0,71 0,71 0,71 0,14 0,14 0,14

Congestion** 27,09 203,21 325,14 541,90 4324,66 6653,33 9979,99

Air pollution*** 7,90 11,48 18,36 24,49 31,83 48,97 73,46

Noise**** 0,09 0,19 0,30 0,51 0,66 1,01 1,52

Climate change*** 9,75 43,46 69,54 92,73 36,01 55,39 83,09

Cost of habitat damage 11,85 25,40 40,64 54,19 70,45 108,38 162,57

Well-to-tank emissions 0,88 1,88 3,01 4,01 5,22 8,03 12,04

Total external costs for the
pilot route

58,67 286,34 457,72 718,53 4468,96 6875,25 10,312,81

Total external costs per km
per vehicle

0,12 0,61 0,97 1,53 9,50 14,62 21,93

Notes: * The marginal accident costs are calculated based on the reference values in €ct/vehicle km.
**Values for 3,5 t vehicle are for morning peak (max).***Values for 3.5 t vehicles are for gasoline.****Values for 3,5 t
vehicle and 400 t train are for the day and dense traffic.

Table 5.
Total marginal external costs by cost category and pilot routes.
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facilities concerned are the only links with the rest of the country or are important
business centers for the local economy. On the other hand, where transport infra-
structure capacity is relatively low, significant investments are needed to increase
accessibility to accommodate increased traffic. Therefore, there may be a need to
apply charges leading to higher cost recovery.

Differentiated infrastructure charges will cause changes in the structure and dis-
tribution of transport costs. They will reduce transport costs for the whole society and
reduce direct costs for some producers. Moreover, transport costs will increase for
producers who cannot change their behavior per these charges. As already stated,
transport costs have a relatively low share in the total production costs of industrial
enterprises. In the short term, some producers will be partially affected if they are
located in peripheral areas, dependent on the only mode of transport, and selling their
products in small markets in competition with other domestic producers. Local
authorities in these peripheral areas may take measures to support the competitive-
ness of the producers concerned in the central markets. They may assist them in
adapting the product structure to support products of higher value and with a higher
relative share and by improving the quality of the main transport links.

4.3 Economic effects

From a general economic point of view, the long-term effect of external costs’
internalization will have little and no indirect impact on GDP growth but will allow
for secondary benefits through revenue growth. Improving the infrastructure charg-
ing system will provide a more accurate basis for comparing returns on investment in
transport and improving conditions for private investment and infrastructure opera-
tion. When introducing direct infrastructure charges, each shipment can be assessed
according to the costs and benefits incurred, as all costs will be considered. This will
create opportunities for transport services to deliver economic profit. On the other
hand, internalizing the environmental costs will increase environmental efficiency
and sustainability, i.e., where the charges reflect the costs of removing harmful emis-
sions, the level of such emissions will fall to the point where the costs of reducing
them will equalize the benefits of this measure. In this way, in terms of social effi-
ciency, the well-being of society will be maximized, not the number of trips.

From a financial point of view, more efficient use of the transport system will
reduce the need for government spending on infrastructure, health, and environmen-
tal protection. The net effect in the commercial sector will be positive. The direct
effect of higher transport charges will be offset by reducing congestion and accident
costs and any possible tax reductions provided by the government. There may be
some decrease in transport-intensive industries where transport costs are high at the
final cost of production. However, this decrease will be slight as the overall increase in
transport prices will be slow, and companies will regulate (adjust) their material and
technical supply and production.

For each transport mode, the relative price changes will vary depending on the cost
structure as well as the initial structure of the infrastructure charging system. Never-
theless, the primary data from the various studies in the EU concerning the impact of
changes in transport charges show that the net well-being of consumers is improving.
Furthermore, these results show that the benefits achieved by reducing congestion
and pollution and reducing tax payments outweigh the losses arising from the price
increases of the transport services concerned.
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Urban transport surveys show that price changes are causing positive technological
changes, with peak hour traffic in cities reduced by 19–33% and external costs reduced
by 13–35%. In public transport, the use of private vehicles has decreased, while the
volume of public passenger transport has increased. The number of road accidents
was reduced by 20%, and the average waiting time during peak periods was reduced
by 16%. Therefore, introducing the approach based on internalizing external costs can
lead to an overall positive outcome in society’s well-being [21]. By returning fee
revenues to the economy through reductions in income taxes, production, employ-
ment, and economic growth will be stimulated. All these effects will outweigh the
impact of increased transport prices.

Establishing an infrastructure accounting system in transport must focus on allo-
cating responsibilities between different levels of state governance (local, regional,
infrastructure managers, country). In order to assess the actual infrastructure costs
properly, it is necessary to focus the efforts on coordination between the different
transport and infrastructure operators and the institutions concerned to improve
information security and statistics. In this context, it is imperative to implement
appropriate and applicable policy rules and actions to provide cost data and other
economic and social information for the transport sector. The measures of such a
policy must be aimed at drawing up guidelines and proposals for legislation on the
setting of transport infrastructure charges.

Appropriate actions in this direction are as follows:

• Development of methodologies for assessing the external cost of transport
infrastructure by mode of transport;

• Support of transport accounting at the national level;

• Development of accounting practices to ensure the cost calculation;

• Specifying the needs for statistics and surveys, defining priorities, and reviewing
the practice of setting charges.

• Conduct studies on assessing infrastructure costs, measurement, and principles
applied in transport accounting to define the necessary level of recovery for
infrastructure costs.

5. Conclusions

The discussed approach to improving the infrastructure charging system in trans-
port by internalizing external costs guarantees the effectiveness and linking of charges
for the use of transport infrastructure with the relevant costs in all transport modes.
Its implementation will increase the efficiency of the transport industry as a whole.
Changing the charges by applying this approach will impact the level of infrastructure
usage and lead to a higher level of cost recovery directly from users. Furthermore, the
aim is not to increase or decrease charges for certain modes of transport but to justify
the size of the different elements in setting them and the need for state subsidies [26].
Thus, better communication between transport infrastructure market participants
will be achieved, and the actions and interests of each of them will be synchronized.
This measure will create an opportunity to achieve the objectives related to improving
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transport infrastructure usage and sustainable development of the transport systems.
In addition, significant economic and social effects will be achieved at the national
level.

It is also necessary to improve existing infrastructure, ensure a shift to environ-
mentally friendly modes of transport and use economic instruments to reduce fuel
consumption, greenhouse gas emissions, and noise. The main objective of this is to
increase the efficiency and sustainability of the countries’ transport systems and to
stimulate the competitiveness of the national economies.

The discussed approach is based on the following basic principles:

• developing standard basic requirements for the setting of infrastructure charges
based on markups for external costs in different modes of transport;

• infrastructure charges must be based on the “user pays” principle, according to
which all users of transport infrastructure pay the costs they cause;

• the level and nature of the use of the infrastructure must have a direct link to the
costs and other effects (social or environmental) caused by the users;

• in order to reduce distortions of competition, different charges may be applied
for the use of the same type of transport infrastructure only where there are
significant differences in infrastructure costs and no discrimination is allowed for
specific users;

• the infrastructure charging system in transport must ensure high efficiency in the
development and use of infrastructure and ensure a public and environmentally
acceptable level of usage.

The internalization of external infrastructure costs applies to all modes of trans-
port. However, the costs’ content and values vary depending on the transport mode
and the conditions for access to the infrastructure (e.g., time of day and place). Cost
analysis by type of transport infrastructure shows insufficient information assurance
concerning part of the marginal, respectively, variable costs. This fact means that it is
impossible to accurately assess all marginal costs (internal and external), and accept-
able approximations are required to establish a relatively objective basis for allocating
costs and charges. The non-reflectance of external costs in infrastructure charges
currently leads to a significant distortion and rebalancing of intermodal competition.
On the other hand, this is also the reason for the application of charges, which reduce
the efficiency of transport infrastructure and send wrong price signals to transport
users.
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Chapter 6

Perspective Chapter: Roadmap to a 
Holistic Highway Digital Twin – A 
Why, How, and Why Framework
Ashtarout Ammar, Hala Nassereddine and Gabriel Dadi

Abstract

The advent and spread of the COVID-19 pandemic shifted the world’s focus toward 
investing in social structure projects that would improve urbanization and enhance 
equity. This shift compiled with the emergence of innovative technologies namely 
Digital Twins, allowed for investigating new approaches for designing and delivering 
infrastructures, thus paving the road toward smarter infrastructures. Smart infra-
structures achieved by connecting the physical aspect of the infrastructure with its 
digital aspect will allow for optimizing the performance of infrastructure systems by 
digitally enhancing the asset value and leveraging the value of asset data. Digital Twins 
can be applied to several civil infrastructure projects including the transportation sec-
tor. Also, Digital Twins can be implemented for different spatial scales, on a national 
level, on the level of the city, and for a network of assets. Few case studies described 
how to transfer a Digital Twin vision to practice; thus, this chapter presents the jour-
ney for a holistic Digital Twin for a highway system formed of a network of assets by 
discussing the Why, How, and What framework. A holistic highway Digital Twin will 
allow for cross-asset data analysis, conducting predictive and preventive maintenance, 
and efficient resource allocation based on data-driven decision-making.

Keywords: digital Twins, data management, data management system, civil 
infrastructure systems, highway system, transportation assets

1. Introduction

In 2019, the world witnessed a global crisis caused by the emergence and spread of 
COVID-19 an infectious disease that caused the death of millions of people [1]. With 
the emergence of the pandemic, it was evident that the lack of focus on sustainable 
development goals (SDGs), especially the ones related to people and the environment, 
played an important role in the emergence and spread of infectious diseases, including 
COVID-19 [2]. The resulting chaos caused by the pandemic urged a shift in goals and 
investments toward health and infrastructure [3]. Thus, the pandemic has accelerated 
the shift toward social infrastructure projects targeting urbanization, healthcare, 
infrastructure, and Global Water, Sanitation, & Hygiene (WASH) projects, which 
will help cities to face future pandemics [4, 5]. This shift motivated governments to 
upgrade systems to achieve a more resilient and sustainable infrastructure ecosystem 
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and consider implementing and adopting technologies within the architectural, 
engineering, construction, and operation (AECO) industry [6, 7].

Some governments started this shift before the pandemic to help overcome the 
challenges of the AECO industry and improve the industry’s digitization capability. For 
instance, the United Kingdom (UK) in their 2018 construction sector deal, a partner-
ship between the government and the construction sector, dedicated £600 billion of 
investment in infrastructure including £31billion to boost digital construction and 
smart infrastructure [8]. Conversely, in the United States (US), in November 2021, the 
Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA) was officially legislated. The IIJA is a $1.2 
trillion investment, representing the “largest investment in the nation’s critical infra-
structure systems in a generation or more” [9]. The new law will allow for the invest-
ment of $110 billion in funding for roads, bridges, and major infrastructure projects. 
This investment will support mitigating the impact of climate change, building resilient 
and sustainable infrastructure, enhancing equity, and improving safety for road users 
of all modes [10]. Moreover, the law dedicated $100 million to fund the digital con-
struction management systems and related technologies program. It is anticipated that 
this program will support the investment in technologies and tools including visual-
based inspection technologies, construction management tools, electronic ticketing 
(e-ticketing), Digital Twins, and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [11].

Smart infrastructure—or the combination of the physical aspect of the infrastruc-
ture with its digital aspect—is a global opportunity worth £2 trillion to £4.8 trillion 
[12]. Smart infrastructures will allow for a better understanding of the performance 
of the existing infrastructure system, thus optimizing its efficiency and supporting 
the design and delivery of new infrastructure systems [12]. The concept of connect-
ing the physical aspect of assets with its digital model aligns with the concept of 
Digital Twins, which was defined by several researchers as the digital representation 
of physical assets, or a digital model created to depict either an existing, ongoing, or 
future construction project and linked throughout its lifecycle [13, 14]. The authors of 
[14] highlighted the notion of the Digital Twins for the construction project lifecycle 
and emphasized the different capabilities of the technology including increased 
transparency of information, real-time monitoring, analysis, and feedback, better 
stakeholder collaboration, advanced preventive measures, advanced what-if scenario 
analysis and simulation, real-time tracking, and higher accuracy.

The concept of Digital Twins emerged with the Fourth Industrial Revolution, 
known as Construction 4.0 in the AECO industry. However, among the technologies 
under the umbrella of Construction 4.0, Digital Twins is the least researched in the 
industry [15] and, while its definitions and applications vary from one sector to the 
other, its framework is similar [12]. For smart infrastructures, the framework of 
Digital Twins can be presented as a pyramid formed of a base and three layers. The 
base is formed of raw data collected using several tools and methods including cus-
tomer billing, sensors, drone surveys, laser surveys, building information modeling 
(BIM), geographic information system (GIS), and control systems, among others. On 
top of the base, resides the data management layer such as data storage, data cleaning, 
data structure, and other practices related to data management. The layer above data 
management is data analysis and interpretation or making sense of the existing data. 
Finally, the crown of the pyramid (i.e., the third layer) is decision-making. As such, 
to leverage the process of data-driven decision-making, it is essential to lower the data 
volume (i.e., layer 1) and increase the data value (i.e., layer 3) where the three layers 
are internally and externally connected by communicating information as presented 
in Figure 1 [12].
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This chapter thoroughly investigates the existing research on Digital Twins in 
the infrastructure industry (Section 2), the applications of Digital Twins in the 
transportation sector (i.e., bridges, rails, tunnels, and highways) (Section 3), and the 
implementation of Digital Twins for different spatial scales in the civil infrastructure 
industry (i.e., national level, city level, and for a network of assets) (Section 4). 
Additionally, this chapter discusses the vision for a holistic Digital Twin for a highway 
system (Section 5) and summarizes major findings in a conclusion section (Section 6).

2. Existing research on Digital Twins in the infrastructure industry

Digital Twins originated in aerospace engineering; however, with the advance-
ment in technology, the concept is no longer limited to complex systems and can be 
implemented to provide a digital representation of any system [16]. This feasibility 
encouraged several researchers from different industries to investigate the concept of 
Digital Twins. The increased focus on data and the opportunities created by digitiza-
tion promoted the potential of the emerging phenomenon of Digital Twins in the 
manufacturing industry with the wave of Industry 4.0 to fulfill the requirements of 
smart factory [17–19]. The concept of Digital Twins then found its way to the oil and 
gas industry to optimize offshore operations, reduce risks to health, safety, and envi-
ronment, and facilitate complex integrated processes [20]. Similarly, the construction 
industry began considering Digital Twins a key enabler for its digital transformation 
that could improve the industry’s poor record in digitization [14, 21]. Moreover, the 
digital transformation of engineering assets increased the interest of both researchers 
and practitioners to investigate the implementation of the concept of Digital Twins in 
the civil infrastructure domain [22].

Several researchers investigated the implementation of Digital Twins in the infra-
structure sector. The authors of [23] examined the current practices of implement-
ing Digital Twins through a series of semi-structured interviews with experts and 
executives from the UK infrastructure industry. Their study found that the current 
implementations are still not mature and most of them are under development. These 
implementations included 3D modeling of physical assets, integration of real-time 

Figure 1. 
Digital Twins model for smart infrastructure (adopted from [12]).
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weather forecasts, asset data and information projects, integration of different 
information systems coming from several organizations (in the construction phase), 
and contract management systems throughout the supply chain (in the construc-
tion phase), procurement of a network management system and its integration with 
existing systems, sensor data collection, implementation of common data environ-
ments, and modeling of systems and control philosophies. Similarly, the authors of 
[24] conducted a comprehensive review to investigate the implementation of Digital 
Twins within the civil infrastructure systems (i.e., transportation, energy telecom-
munication, water and waste, and smart cities). They thoroughly investigated the 
existing literature, in addition to surveying professionals and interviewing stakehold-
ers. It was also found that the concept of Digital Twins in the infrastructure industry 
is still in the early stages of development. The authors also highlighted that the major 
adoption of Digital Twins within the civil infrastructure system was to optimize 
operations. Also, they emphasized that it is critical to investigate how Digital Twins 
can be retrofitted into existing infrastructure systems to improve the efficiency of 
their operation and maintenance. More recently, the authors of [22] conducted a sys-
tematic literature review to map the applications of Digital Twins within the road and 
rail system, telecommunication, and electricity networks. This study showed that the 
available studies are scarce and that the use of Digital Twins is mainly perceived for 
the operation and maintenance phase. It was also noted that while Digital Twins can 
leverage the value of asset information and, thus, improve the process of data-driven 
asset management decisions, the impact of Digital Twins on the development of asset 
management programs within infrastructure organizations should be addressed. 
Since the focus of this chapter is on transportation systems, a comprehensive review 
of the existing studies on the application of Digital Twins for transportation systems 
is discussed in the following section.

3. Digital Twins applications for the transportation system

The transportation system includes the sectors of bridges, railroads, tunnels, and 
highways. Transportation systems are critical for the development of any jurisdiction, 
they represent the arteries necessary for connecting people, delivering goods, and 
providing services for economic development. The failure of these systems can result 
in considerable economic losses [25]. To mitigate the risks of failure and to improve 
the management of such a critical and aging system, the transportation sector fol-
lowed suit and investigated the implementation of Digital Twins with a wide variety 
of applications.

3.1 Digital Twin applications for bridges

Bridges are complex engineering systems and are considered high-value assets 
with a relatively extended life span; thus, their continuous maintenance to prevent 
their deterioration and mitigate the risks of their failure is always a priority for 
infrastructure organizations. As such, the ability to conduct preventive maintenance 
and lifecycle monitoring of bridges became an essential strategy in the bridge indus-
try since it can support proactive measures to maintain the structural integrity of 
bridges throughout their entire lifecycle. The capability of Digital Twins to aggregate 
real-time data and historical data, support data analysis, and enable insights on 
preventive maintenance captured the attention of researchers in the bridge industry 
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to investigate the potential of implementing Digital Twins in their bridge design, 
construction, operation and maintenance, and deterioration [26, 27].

A Digital Twin solution to enhance bridge maintenance by integrating a main-
tenance information management system based on a 3D information model with 
a digital inspection system using image processing was proposed by the authors 
of [26]. The proposed model was validated for maintaining pre-stressed concrete 
bridges where it facilitated the detection of surface damages in a real-time manner, 
thus providing early warnings of any potential distress and enabling early remedial 
interventions. Additionally, a closed lifecycle fatigue management driven by Digital 
Twins for steel bridges was developed by the authors of [27]. The authors discussed 
the implementation mechanism of Digital Twins in the bridge design phase, the 
bridge construction phase, the bridge service and operation phase, and the bridge 
retirement phase. The authors noted that a Digital Twin-driven fatigue management 
system can support the integration of a diversity of fatigue data including historical 
fatigue information after the bridge retirement thus providing better insights for the 
design and management of new bridges.

3.2 Digital Twin applications for railroads

The railway system is no less important than bridges, which is also a complicated 
system made of several subsystems, where their maintenance and condition monitor-
ing is critical to mitigate the risks and ensuring safety. Asset managers should have 
access to continuous information related to the railroad conditions to allow for the 
early detection of any surface abnormalities caused by temperature change, degrada-
tion, or component failure and to have the ability to automate and modify railway 
turnouts or railway switches automatically, in case of an emergency. In that man-
ner, Digital Twins with its capability of integrating multi-sourced data such as data 
collected by sensors depicting the railroad conditions and weather conditions allows 
it to act as a centralized data source that can act as a traffic management and control 
system [28, 29]. The authors of [28] applied the concept of Digital Twins to monitor 
railway turnouts, a very complicated system by nature of design and construction. 
Sensors were used to measure the rail temperature promptly and cyclically to sup-
port the data acquisition of rail turnouts and to capture emergency conditions. This 
automated and continuous analysis of the rail components increased the efficiency of 
managing and maintaining railroad turnouts. Moreover, the concept of Digital Twins 
for the European Train Control System (ETCS) applications was investigated [29]. 
The Digital Twin served as a repository and universal simulation environment to sup-
port the automatic check and compliance of organizational and operational require-
ments, system requirement specifications, design principles, regulations governing 
railway operations, interfaces with the control-command basic layer system, and 
requirements for the verification process of the control-command subsystem. This 
resulted in a significant reduction in the duration and cost of validating the ETCS 
applications.

3.3 Digital Twin applications for tunnels

The development of smart cities and the advancement of available technolo-
gies enhanced the utilization of urban underground spaces to construct urban 
infrastructures such as tunnels. Tunnels are complicated spatial structures and have 
multiple electromechanical components, such as ventilation systems, necessary for 
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their operation. Digital Twins can support the operation and maintenance of tunnels 
and allow for lifecycle management analysis [30, 31]. A Digital Twins prototype of 
noise barrier tunnels (NBTs) was implemented to predict the life and condition of 
the tunnel components using numerical behavior analysis. Sensors were used to link 
the behavior of the physical model of the NBT (i.e., a digital model created using a 
3D printer) and the digital model of NBT (i.e., a shape-generation script comprised 
the NBT shape-generation, component-shape generation, and component mapping 
and layout models) [30]. The implemented Digital Twins prototype allowed for the 
lifecycle management analysis, which can help reduce NBT installation costs, support 
the use of recycled materials, and make the process of installation more sustainable by 
identifying components that should be replaced at the early stages of the NBT design. 
Moreover, the authors of [31] proposed a Digital Twins-based decision analysis frame-
work for the operation and maintenance of tunnels. The proposed framework defined 
the decision analysis and an extended Construction-Operations Building information 
exchange COBie standard-based organization method employed to define information 
for assets that are delivered as part of facility construction projects and used to docu-
ment the data with BIM—and integrating data using semantic web technologies. The 
proposed framework was validated by operating and maintaining complex electrome-
chanical systems such as fans that are used to eliminate harmful gases and control vis-
ibility inside the tunnel. The Digital Twin framework supported the early detection of 
any anomalies in the operation of fans and determining the fault causes. This allowed 
for taking timely maintenance interventions to ensure better operation of the tunnel.

3.4 Digital Twin applications for highways

Highways are less complicated when compared to other transportation systems 
in terms of their structure, nevertheless due to their expansion over a vast network 
and the use of vast quantities of materials their lifecycle management and material 
durability are always a concern. Multi-sourced data integration enabled by Digital 
Twins facilitates the prediction of highway materials performance, allows better 
visualization of key performance indicators (KPIs), and supports reliable and data-
driven decision-making [32, 33]. A framework combining Digital Twins and multiple 
time series stacking (MTSS) was employed to predict the performance of highway 
tunnel pavement performance [32]. The Digital Twins is formed of three key com-
ponents: (1) data collection module including pavement performance data collected 
by performance indicators such as sensors and high precision accelerometers, main 
maintenance records extracted from the operation and maintenance system, tunnel 
highway structure, traffic flow, and tunnel environment; (2) prediction model, where 
a pavement performance prediction model was developed based on multiple dif-
ferentiated models generated to predict the future performance of selected pavement 
section; and (3) parametric analysis model, established in the dynamo environment 
to integrate the multisource spatial-temporal data of the BIM model and the physical 
assets. The proposed framework was validated using a case study, and it was found 
that the visuals provided by Digital Twins allowed for conducting preventive mainte-
nance. Similarly, the authors of [33] established a fully functioning Digital Twin of a 
road constructed using secondary raw materials (SRMs). The model included struc-
tured geometric and attribute data related to SRMs such as material data, chemical 
and mineralogical composition, strength, and unstructured data including real-time 
material characteristics collected by sensors. The developed Digital Twins supported 
data centralization and allowed the graphical presentation of KPIs.
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3.5 Section summary

Infrastructure projects are complicated construction projects with a lifespan that 
might expand for a couple of decades. It is well known in the construction industry 
that the cost of operation and maintenance can be up to two or three times the cost 
of the initial construction and that it can equate from 60 to 80% of the total lifecycle 
cost, with the extended lifecycle of infrastructure projects this cost can be signifi-
cant [34]. Infrastructure asset management constitutes several processes that are 
data-intensive and necessitates continuous data collection and analysis to support 
decision-making. The emergence of Construction 4.0 technologies, mainly Digital 
Twins, facilitated by the availability of powerful and cheaper sensors and cyber-
physical systems (CPS) and with the aid of computational technologies such as big 
data analytics, semantic web-based technologies, and the Internet of Things (IoT) 
coupled with the drive toward digitizing infrastructure assets and transforming them 
into “smart infrastructures” provided a more holistic and innovative approach for 
managing infrastructure assets and informing decision-making.

The use of Digital Twins for transportation systems was mainly implemented 
to help asset managers better operate and maintain complex and interconnected 
sub-systems, monitor the performance of different system components, enhance the 
visualization of information necessary to conduct preventive maintenance and detec-
tion of abnormalities, conduct lifecycle management analysis, and take proactive 
interventions to mitigate failure risks and enhance the system’s structural integrity. 
Moreover, the capability of Digital Twins to act as a centralized hub of meta-data with 
multiple sources supported the establishment of a universal simulation environment 
and data repository, thus allowing asset managers to have access to reliable informa-
tion and therefore allowing them to conduct informed and quality-based decision-
makings. However, the discussed studies showed that the implementation of Digital 
Twins for the transportation system is not mature yet. Most of the studies presented 
either a practical or conceptual Digital Twins framework that was driven to satisfy its 
purpose of solving an identified problem. No large-scale Digital Twin for transporta-
tion systems was employed where the full potential of Digital Twin is achieved, and 
their capabilities are optimized. Nevertheless, the proposed frameworks showed 
promising results toward adopting Digital Twins in the transportation sector.

4.  Digital Twins for different spatial scales in the civil infrastructure 
industry

Sections 2 and 3 showed that Digital Twins can be used for many purposes. It can 
be used for potential future planning by running what-if simulations, and predictive 
and preventive maintenance management. Also, it can be implemented in the proj-
ect’s current state for operation and maintenance, real-time monitoring and control, 
and early detection of abnormalities to optimize the performance of assets. Moreover, 
it can act as an archive for historical data and provide key insights from past lessons. 
However, Digital Twins can be used for multiple purposes and can be employed for 
different spatial scales, that is, on the level of an asset, for a network of assets, for 
a system or city, and at a national level. As was mentioned in the previous sections, 
most of the applications of Digital Twins were for a specific purpose and on a small 
scale and this could pertain to the fact that the concept of Digital Twins in the civil 
infrastructure industry is not mature yet. Previous studies showed very promising 
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results, and this encouraged several governments, institutions, and organizations 
to explore the practicality of the concept and build a vision toward optimizing the 
potential of Digital Twins on a holistic spatial scale and investigate different strate-
gies, frameworks, and roadmaps to bring the vision into action and transform the way 
of planning, verifying, delivering, and operating the built environment.

4.1 Digital Twins on a national level

The case studies on envisioning the implementation of Digital Twins on a national 
level are very limited since this is a huge investment and requires the collaboration of 
several stakeholders. However, the UK is leading in this initiative and the government 
generated the Industrial Strategy Transforming Construction Programme and estab-
lished the Center for Digital Built Britain (CDBB) at the University of Cambridge to set 
definitions and principles across the built environment to develop a roadmap toward 
a National Digital Twin (NDT); an ecosystem of connected Digital Twins of physical 
assets to leverage the use of asset data for the benefit of the public [35]. The vision for 
Digital Built Britain is to “enhance the natural and built environment, thereby driving 
up commercial competitiveness and productivity as well as quality of life and wellbeing 
for the public. This will be achieved through better planning, delivery and whole-life 
management of infrastructure and the wider built environment—enabled by muster-
ing the full power of the information value chain” [13]. It is perceived that the use of 
an information management framework and an NDT in a coordinated and considered 
manner will support the release of data from isolated silos and enable the creation 
of a centralized data repository, resulting in an additional £7 billion/year of benefits 
across the UK infrastructure sectors [36]. The road map for delivering the information 
management framework can be addressed by answering the following questions [13]:

1. Approach: What is the best overall approach for realizing the benefits of infor-
mation management across the built environment?

2. Governance: What are the best structures and processes for managing the devel-
opment, adoption, and ongoing oversight of the framework?

3. Standardization: What principles, guidance, specifications, and formal stan-
dards are required?

4. Enablers: What potential blockers are there, and how should they be addressed? 
What cultural, behavioral, technological, commercial, or other adjustments are 
necessary?

5. Change: What should be done to get the framework adopted across the whole 
built environment?

To guide the development of the framework and the NDT, CDBB defined the 
Gemini Principle as the conscience of the framework identified by nine principles 
and distributed over three clusters (1) purpose, (2) trust, and (3) function [13]. The 
NDT should have a clear purpose and must be used to provide good to the public, 
enable value creation and improve performance, and must provide insights into the 
built environment. Additionally, it should be trustworthy to the public; otherwise it 
will lose value, data sharing should be open as possible but at the same time should 
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be secured to ensure its integrity and should rely on quality data. Finally, the NDT 
should function effectively in support of its purpose, must be based on standards 
with clear data ownership and data governance, and should be flexible to develop and 
adopt any technological or system evolutions in the future.

4.2 Digital Twins on a city level

Historically, Singapore faced several challenges while planning its built environ-
ment to provide a better quality of life to its residents considering that its area is 
728.6 km2 and its urban density is the third worldwide. To face these challenges, the 
government of Singapore with the aid of several authorities and research foundations 
developed “Virtual Singapore: A Digital Twin for Planning,” a platform providing 
a dynamic 3D virtual model of the urban areas of Singapore. The government used 
2D maps to solve urban challenges; however, with the emergence of 3D models 
they realized the potential of 3D data in offering planners a more comprehensive 
platform to design and pilot urban solutions. This innovative program was oper-
ated with three strategic objectives, (1) to consolidate research in 3D data, (2) to 
develop an operational 3D city model and data platform that integrates BIM, 3D GIS, 
and simulation for planning use by researchers, citizens, and authorities, and (3) 
develop a 2D/3D Digital Twin for Singapore that offers planners and citizens tools to 
examine spatial data and test-bed concepts, and observe the impacts of projects in a 
“Virtual Singapore” before delivery in the real world [37]. The applications of Virtual 
Singapore include flood risk analysis, the potential for solar panels and green roofs, 
and monitoring the impact of wind load on vegetation [37].

Similar to Singapore, the city of Vienna has been experiencing continued growth 
and demand for new buildings, pressuring the city to issue thousands of new building 
permits every year. The process of building validation and verification is sophisticated 
and prone to the loss of information between the building authority and the planners 
and investors. Digitizing this process and using BIM at the early stages of design and 
being aware of the benefits of Digital Twins will allow building owners to have a 
Digital Twin model for their facility that they can use throughout the facility lifecycle 
and will provide authorities with an efficient building verification and a permission 
process. For that purpose, the city of Vienna worked with TU Wein and experts from 
different engineering and architectural firms and consultants on a project titled 
BRISE-Vienna, an openBIM-based building submission process aiming to integrate 
the building authority into the Digital Twin of a construction project throughout its 
lifecycle [14]. The development and maintenance of a Digital Twin for all buildings 
provide the building authority access to up-to-date Digital Twins throughout the 
phases of the building lifecycle. The sum of the Digital Twins of all buildings results 
in a Digital Twin of the city, named an Urban Digital Twin (UDT). UDT creates 
new opportunities for strategic considerations (urban mining, area analysis, and 
fire protection analysis) and further research activities (data basis for AI training 
and thermal simulation). Hence, UDT allows the city to perform advanced what-if 
scenario analysis and simulations to simulate the change of power supply or heating 
systems in a whole area for instance (i.e., change to district heating) [14].

4.3 Digital Twins for a network of assets

The government in the UK is very ambitious about being the world leader in 
shaping the future of infrastructure; for that purpose, they set their vision for Digital 
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Roads from 2020 to 2025 and are working on the longer vision of 2050. It is perceived 
that Digital Roads will harness data, technology, and connectivity to enhance the way 
the strategic road network (SRN) is designed, constructed, operated, and used. This 
will allow for safer traveling, faster delivery, and an optimized customer experience 
[38]. The vision toward Digital Roads is built based upon three core themes as pre-
sented in Table 1 [39].

By the same token, several state Departments of Transportation (DOTs) in the US 
followed suit and investigated how they can embrace Digital Twins to leverage the 
value of enterprise asset information to conduct daily operations, monitor perfor-
mance, and provide transparency to the public. For instance, Utah DOT (UDOT) 
envisioned Digital Twins as an information management strategy to connect enter-
prise asset information to a geospatial model of individual physical assets. Digital 
Twins is foreseen to support the documentation of the planned and as-constructed 
(as-built) updates and therefore to fill the gap in the information across project 
development for priority assets, thus ensuring the collection of the necessary infor-
mation to document asset histories and proper governance of the asset current state 
[40, 41]. Moreover, at the organizational level, the Digital Twins of the transporta-
tion asset systems will provide a single source of reliable, real-time information that 
will be used across different divisions of the department and the public enabling 
UDOT to perform complex analyses and make holistic decisions to improve safety, 
enhance mobility, and preserve the transportation infrastructure [41]. Additionally, 
UDOT identified several tactical goals with a two-year horizon considered high-value 
activities with no pre-requisites, and strategic goals with a five-year horizon which 
are also considered high-value activities with pre-requisites and requires further 
collaboration. The identified tactical and strategic goals required for the achievement 
of the overarching objective of adopting Digital Twins for infrastructure assets are 
summarized in Table 2 [41].

Themes Subthemes Description

Created by Iconstock from 
Noun project
Digital Design & Construction

Digitally enabled design Activities will be automated, 
modular, and conducted off-site, 
resulting in safer production, 
reduced disruption, increased 
productivity, and smoother 
journeys

Modular & standardized 
approaches

Automated construction

Created by Aficons from Noun 
project
Digital Operations

Intelligent Asset Management Operations will leverage data to 
drive increasingly pre-emptive 
interventions - resulting in 
improved asset resilience, 
increased asset life, and a safer, 
smoother-running network

Enhanced operational 
capability

Digitally enabled workers

Created by Sunardi from 
Noun project
Digital for Customers

Information Provision Customers will be better 
informed and have trust in the 
journey information they access, 
ensuring that they feel safe and 
in control of their journeys.

Customer engagement

Partnerships & alliances

Table 1. 
Core themes for UK Digital Road Vision 2025.
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4.4 Section summary

Envisioning Digital Twins on a large spatial scale is starting to sound appealing 
among governments, institutions, and organizations. Few envisioned implement-
ing Digital Twins on a national level, others proposed its implementation to face the 
challenges associated with planning urban environments in developed cities, while 
some intended to use it for a network of infrastructure assets to digitize the design, 
construction, and operation of transportation networks or to manage the data of 
priority assets and fill the gap of the enterprise information.

Each presented vision started by identifying the purpose behind adopting Digital 
Twins for infrastructures and they established a set of certain principles, themes, 
strategic objectives, or goals that they considered necessary for achieving the 
overarching objective of this adoption. Also, they discussed the expected benefits 
resulting from this implementation. However, there is a lack of pilot projects or actual 
studies that implemented Digital Twins and explained the transition from vision to 
action. In the next section, we are going to discuss the vision toward a holistic Digital 
Twin for a highway system and to further understand how to move from concept to 
practice, a case study is presented.

5.  Journey for a holistic Digital Twin for a highway system—the why, what, 
and how

A vision for a holistic Digital Twin is initiated by identifying the purpose by 
answering the Why component, or in other words, Why is a holistic Digital Twin for a 

Tactical goals
(2 years horizon)

Strategic goals
(5 years horizon)

Created by Ayub Irawan from Noun project Created by Gregor Cresnar from Noun project

Analyze the business architecture. Find ways to 
improve how to develop projects,

Use automation to harvest asset information from project 
data.

Govern project data, define the rules, roles, and 
responsibilities for data.

Simplify how information is collected to increase 
consistency and focus on priority activities in 
construction.

Finalize the model development standards 
manual and use it on all design projects.

Roll out the policies, tools, and roles for data governance in 
the development of projects.

Use a repeatable process in construction to 
update the asset information created in the 
design.

Use the two prototype Digital Twins on all projects with 
those assets. Create Digital Twins for other assets.

Build a prototype Digital Twin for two assets 
(examples, single post signs and barrier). Pilot 
the Digital Twins on projects.

Make the Digital Twin program sustainable. Invest in Digital 
Twins to bring value to UDOT as technology changes.

Adopt the concept of Digital Twin across all groups within 
the Department.

Table 2. 
Tactical and strategic goals identified by the Utah Department of Transportation for a successful implementation 
of Digital Twins for infrastructure assets.
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highway system needed? where a clear statement describing the purpose is generated. 
After declaring the overall purpose, a set of principles, themes, strategies, or goals are 
formed for setting the How component, that is, the process, or in other words, How 
can the vision for a holistic Digital Twin for a highway system be achieved?, which can be 
described by setting short- and long-term objectives that should be achieved to fulfill 
the overarching objective for adopting a holistic Digital Twin. Finally, What com-
ponent should be investigated, that is, What is the outcome resulting from the imple-
mentation of a holistic Digital Twin for a highway system? The Why, How, and What 
components of a holistic Digital Twin for a highway system are presented in Figure 2. 
In the following sub-sections, the three research questions will be addressed.

5.1 Why the need for a holistic Digital Twin for a highway system

A highway asset system within a state Department of Transportation (DOT) can 
be classified into three categories: bridges, pavements, and ancillary assets. Usually, 
state DOTs prioritize the management of high-value assets and highly-visible ones 
such as pavements and bridges. However, transportation systems extend beyond 
pavement and bridges to include a wide variety of ancillary assets [42]. Ancillary 
assets represent a significant investment of public funds and many are essential for 
the safe and efficient operation of highway facilities including, for instance, access 
ramps, guardrail end treatments, pavement markings, signs, culverts, drain inlets 
and outlets, communication systems, and intelligent transportation system (ITS), 
among others. DOTs are responsible for managing highway assets; thus, they are 
responsible for collecting, storing, managing, and analyzing vast amounts of asset 
data to support the process of transportation asset management (TAM) [43]. Every 
year state DOTs conduct hundreds of projects and make changes to existing ones. 
New construction projects require the generation of new sets of data to be included 
in the current database. On the other hand, reconstruction, rehabilitation, asset 
demolition, or other major maintenance activities require revising and updating 
the database. All changes conducted for assets through the project execution and its 
whole lifecycle should be collected accurately and promptly to ensure effective TAM 
and proper operation and maintenance (O&M) [44]. However, state DOTs are facing 

Figure 2. 
The why, how, and what components of a holistic Digital Twin for a highway system.
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several challenges integrating data across systems and throughout the asset lifecycle 
[45], and they need to focus on six major data management practices that are data 
collection, data handling, data flow, data transfer, data governance, and data integra-
tion to achieve a seamless data management approach and improve the value of data 
to enable informed decision-making [46].

Conversely, with the emergence of technologies and the notion of data-driven 
decision-making, where data itself is considered a high-value asset, state DOTs 
changed their perspective on operational performance where they focused more on 
operating and maintaining the existing transportation system instead of expand-
ing it, and thus, they are investigating new approaches to manage and operate their 
transportation assets [47]. However, operating and maintaining existing assets is a 
sophisticated process and requires complicated decision-making since state DOTs 
need to identify for each asset a defined management strategy, select priority assets, 
and make cross-asset resource allocation decisions that would consider multiple 
objectives [42]. Moreover, transportation asset management requires the existence 
of spatial metadata with heterogeneous data features coming from multi-sources, in 
addition to data throughout the asset lifecycle, that is, asset history (e.g., as planned 
asset data), the current state of the asset (e.g., as-constructed asset data), and real-
time data about the asset condition to allow for asset condition monitoring and 
control. Given the relatively extended life of assets, state DOTs need to use tools and 
technologies that will enable them to access reliable and informative data to support 
a lifecycle management approach and adopt data management approaches that can 
evolve with the evolution of technologies and future data requirements.

Furthermore, asset management can be explained as the task of connecting the 
fundamental mission of an organization of operating the infrastructure, that is, 
connecting the digital aspect of the asset and its physical aspect to ensure better asset 
operation and maintenance and support decision making [48]. This concept of asset 
management of connecting the physical and digital aspects of assets intersects with 
the concept of Digital Twins for infrastructure [40]. As such, with the capabilities of 
Digital Twins in supporting decision-making by providing one source of data registry 
and a simulation environment to allow for the conduction of prognostic and diagnos-
tic maintenance, in addition to its ability to integrate multi-sourced data and provide 
enhanced data visualizations, the concept of Digital Twins can be adopted by state 
DOTs to transform their way of designing, delivering, and operating and maintaining 
their transportation assets. However, to optimize the use of the concept of Digital 
Twins, a holistic Digital Twin for the highway system is necessary, since a global-
ized highway Digital Twin includes informative data about all assets constituting a 
highway ecosystem and how they interact with each other and with the surrounding 
environment, thus allowing state DOTs to have better insights toward managing 
cross-asset systems and make decisions on resource allocation to optimize the perfor-
mance of cross-asset systems, and the overall highway system.

5.2 How to achieve the vision for a holistic Digital Twin for a highway system

After identifying Why is a holistic Digital Twin for a highway system is needed, it 
is important to understand how the vision can be translated into action. The best way 
to fulfill this understanding is to learn from leading organizations that succeeded in 
putting visions into practice. A case study is a form of qualitative research that offers 
an in-depth examination of the topic [48]. The case study presented in this section 
started as a vision where the facility management department within the Sydney 
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Opera House imagined having a 3D model of the facility where they can fly around, 
select different assets, and view all the related information in one system. This vision 
was put into practice, where a Digital Twin providing a single source of information 
for regular building operational requirements and ongoing projects was created.

5.2.1 Digital Twins from vision to action: a facility management case study

The Sydney Opera House was added to UNESCO’s World Heritage List in 2007 
and is a multi-venue performing art center located at Sydney Harbor in Sydney, New 
South Wales, Australia. It is one of the country’s most iconic and distinctive buildings. 
The building welcomes more than 8.2 million visitors a year, presenting more than 
2000 shows 363 days a year for more than 1.5 million people [49]. The management 
and maintenance of the building are very challenging because of the special purpose 
that the building serves and the required technicalities, for instance, when the Sydney 
Symphony Orchestra is on stage in the concert hall, the room temperature must be 
maintained at 22.5 degrees to ensure the instruments stay in tune [50]. The building has 
more than 1000 rooms and managing the use of spaces is dynamic. For instance, spaces 
might be used for other purposes such as using lifts as dressing rooms for certain shows, 
partitioning different rooms, or merging spaces to expand the capacity and make 
use of the added space. The budget for the yearly maintenance of the Sydney Opera 
House amounts to $30 million AUS (equivalent to £16.5 million or $20.7 million) [51], 
thus aiming to reduce this high cost, the managers of the Sydney Opera House started 
investigating innovative solutions to support them in achieving their objective.

As such, in 2013 the BIM Academy (one of the world’s leading research and stra-
tegic consultants in the global digital built environment established by Northumbria 
University and Ryder Architecture) won a worldwide tender for the contract to write 
a detailed BIM strategy to support the facility management (FM) of the Sydney Opera 
House. Writing the technical piece of the BIM-based facility management required a 
comprehensive review and thorough investigation of the existing disparate systems 
that were used to operate the building, methods of documentation, and the current 
approaches to information modeling. More than 350 interviews with the Sydney Opera 
House facility managers and employees were conducted to establish a roadmap and 
write a detailed technical specification for the BIM for FM interface that would con-
nect the facility existing data and future data to the BIM model. The technical speci-
fication identified the requirements, developed a model management plan describing 
the process of developing the 3D models on site, and identified the information that 
should be included. This phase of the project facilitated the achievement of the second 
phase which is delivering the Digital Twins platform of the Sydney Opera House.

For the second phase of the project, the BIM Academy collaborated with AECOM 
(a global multidisciplinary consultancy), and EcoDomus (a leading software devel-
oper), to tender and subsequently win the delivery of a Digital Twin-enabled facility 
management platform for the Sydney Opera House. Alongside that, they won a bid 
to reformat their documentation system and their spatial management system by 
expanding their capacity to support the newly developed system. This phase of the 
project was executed in two stages. The first stage involved recouping and integrating 
information from the existing database with the newly established database within 
the 3D model. The second stage introduced a broader range of functional systems 
that can be added to the BIM interface over time. The aim was to improve the existing 
Technical Document database (TDOC) and develop a new spatial record management 
system. The new system encompasses the 3D model and will act as a parent system for 
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all other sub-systems such as the document management system, spatial management 
system, asset register, and condition management system, and will support the estab-
lishment of one source of true data. TDOC will improve efficiency by eliminating 
wasted efforts and providing usability improvements. Changes such as updating the 
types of information that could be added to a document, editing information, adding 
functionalities to edit significant numbers of documents in bulk, and updating the 
system became more feasible and can be done promptly.

The vision of delivering a Digital Twin platform for the Sydney Opera House was 
thus achieved over two phases where each phase had several stages. Business analysis 
was first conducted, followed by comprehensive, structured research and a review of 
existing information systems and technical and IT infrastructure. Next, integration 
for systems was designed and innovative potential solutions were solicited. Then, 
model management was planned and a technical specification with a road map was 
established. Finally, Digital Twin delivery and implementation were achieved, and user 
approval, training, and testing were accomplished. The created Digital Twin platform 
enabled facility managers to have access to reliable geometry and to operate the building 
easily. Moreover, the platform is not only used by facility managers, but it can also be 
used by marketing teams to organize events and design and plan seats; security teams 
to plan logistics around new events; and site management, for instance, removing large 
bits of equipment and implementing others. The Sydney Opera House implemented the 
Digital Twin platform as an innovative solution to have better access to asset informa-
tion, so they can have a diagnostic approach and solve problems promptly. It is expected 
that the feasible access to information would save on average 30 minutes per work order, 
for instance, if they have 20,000 work orders per year with an average cost of $50 per 
hour, they can save up to $500,000 per year. In the future, the Sydney Opera House 
is envisioning optimizing the use of the Digital Twin platform to support solving any 
future problems that they might face and keep updating the platform to manage any 
additional subsystems or any future advancement in data and technologies.

5.2.2 Digital Twins from vision to action: case of a highway system

State DOTs, responsible for managing and maintaining highway assets, have 
created, collected, and stored transportation asset data; however, the available data 
structures are not consistent, and they are either unstructured data (e.g., docu-
ments), semi-structured (e.g., excel data sheets), or structured data (e.g., databases). 
State DOTs are trying to improve their digitization capacity by collecting data in 
digital formats and abandoning the use of papers, improving the quality of collected 
data, and using automated and remote techniques to collect asset data [40]. However, 
data exist in isolated silos, with no further understanding of how these data should 
be integrated and managed. Therefore, to achieve the vision of Digital Twins for a 
highway system, state DOTs need to put a set of objectives and goals as a roadmap 
toward a holistic highway Digital Twin. Based on key takeaways from the presented 
Sydney Opera House case study and previous studies, state DOTs need to consider the 
following proposed objectives that should be considered for a successful implementa-
tion of Digital Twins for a highway system. These objectives include the following:

1. Improving digital capacity. State DOTs need to consider having a full data 
digitization lifecycle from “cradle to cradle” by enhancing digital design and 
construction, digital operation, and digital data integration with users. Designs 
should be enabled digitally, integrate automated construction when possible, 
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and adopt modular design and construction approaches. Moreover, enhancing 
the digital skills of workers to allow for smart asset management and support 
customer engagement by improving the digital capabilities of operations.

2. Understand data architecture. For each asset, state DOTs need to identify data 
sources and data requirements, identify the gaps in existing data, and look for 
additional resources to fill the information gaps.

3. Set data management plans. Data specifications and standards, and data gover-
nance (i.e., data rules, roles, and responsibilities) should be identified.

4. Integrate existing management systems. Structured research and review of 
any existing information system, such as asset management information systems 
(AMIS) or any other existing in-house management system whether it is used by the 
planning division or the maintenance division, should be considered for integration. 
Additionally, the use of existing databases should be planned for where the newly 
adopted Digital Twin platform should be designed to support this data integration.

5.3  What is the outcome resulting from the implementation of a holistic Digital 
Twin for a highway system

Implementing Digital Twins for the highway system will provide an innovative 
smart management system that integrates asset semantic and geometric data, in 
addition to spatial data based on the asset location and the surrounding environment. 
This based Digital Twin management system can support the monitoring and control 
of the asset condition promptly, employ an advanced machine-learning algorithm 
to predict the asset condition, and allow for conducting preventive and predictive 
maintenance.

The developed Digital Twin-based management system will allow for the inte-
gration of data extracted from BIM and GIS. BIM can provide rich geometric and 
semantic asset data including but not limited to asset models (i.e., available 2D models 
or 3D models), asset specifications, required level of details, asset documentation, 
data schemes, and ontologies. Additionally, GIS can integrate many types of data 
while analyzing the spatial location of the asset and organizing layers of information 
into visualizations using maps and 3D scenes. Moreover, GIS can handle and process 
spatial data of the individual physical asset, system of assets, and the surrounding 
environment. The integration of asset data extracted from BIM and GIS can provide 
a digital representation of the asset architectural entity and will support the manage-
ment of spatial information of the asset and the surrounding environment, thus 
providing a better understanding of how the individual physical asset or system of 
assets interacts with its surrounding [52].

A Digital Twin can reflect the asset condition in a real-time manner; data collected 
using sensors or cyber-physical-systems (CPS) can also be integrated to allow for 
comprehensive control and monitoring of the asset or system of assets condition, thus 
allowing for the early detection of abnormalities and therefore enhancing preven-
tive maintenance. Moreover, the Digital Twin platform can enable the conduction 
of what-if simulations by utilizing the digitally enhanced asset models, aggregated 
asset historical data, real-time data, and data related to factors that might affect the 
asset performance, for instance, data related to the temperature of the surrounding 
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environment, thus allowing for predictive maintenance by simulating the future asset 
condition based on multi-sourced high quality and reliable data.

The Digital Twin-based management system will result in creating one source of 
true data, and the generation of a repository environment with simulation capabili-
ties by making use of existing databases and systems. This data management system 
will release data from isolated silos, improve visualizations, enhance safety, optimize 
asset performance, allow for better resource allocation, and support data-driven 
decision-making.

6. Conclusions

Governments and organizations worldwide are investigating innovative 
approaches to change the design and delivery of civil infrastructure systems, with 
the ultimate objective of constructing and operating more resilient and sustainable 
infrastructure that would support equity, enhance safety, and target urbanization. 
This aim was further emphasized with the shift toward digitizing assets to leverage 
the value of asset data and optimize the performance of infrastructure assets. As 
such, the concept of smart infrastructure emerged, that is, connecting the physical 
aspect of the assets with its digital aspect by the bidirectional communication of 
information. Smart infrastructure also aligns with the concept of Digital Twins, or 
the digital representation of physical assets. Given the potential of Digital Twins, 
several organizations, researchers, and practitioners investigated the implementation 
of the concept in the civil infrastructure industry.

The concept of Digital Twins in the civil infrastructure industry is not mature 
yet; however, the adoption of the concept was investigated to address several prob-
lems related mainly to the operation and management of infrastructure systems. 
Few studies have investigated the implementation of Digital Twins throughout the 
lifecycle of infrastructure projects, but these studies mainly presented a framework 
for implementation. Additionally, Digital Twins can be applied at different spatial 
scales including the national level such as the National Digital Twin (NDT) initiative 
by the UK, on the city level to help with urban planning such as Virtual Singapore and 
BRISE-Vienna, or for a network of assets such as the vision for Digital Roads or the 
implementation of Digital Twins as a management information system.

This chapter also presented the journey toward a holistic Digital Twin for a 
highway system. The Why, How, and What components were investigated. A holistic 
Digital Twin will support managing cross-asset systems, and how they interact with 
each other and with the surrounding environment. Moreover, to understand how to 
translate the vision to practice, a case study related to the implementation of BIM for 
facility management of the Sydney Opera House was presented and recommendations 
on implementing a holistic Digital Twin for a highway system were discussed. Finally, 
data integration between BIM and GIS with the aid of the integration of real-time 
data about the asset condition, and employment of machine learning algorithm was 
proposed for a successful implementation of a Digital Twin-based management 
system that can integrate existing subsystems and make use of existing databases. The 
proposed smart data management system will allow for conducting preventive and 
predictive maintenance, support visualization, release data from isolated silos, allow 
for feasible access to data by creating one source of true data, and enhance decision-
making to optimize the overall performance of the highway system.
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